
Title 5—DEPARTMENT OF ELEMENTARY AND  
SECONDARY EDUCATION 

Division 20—Division of Learning Services 
Chapter 100—Office of Quality Schools 

ORDER OF RULEMAKING 

By the authority vested in the State Board of Education (board) under 
section 161.092, RSMo 2016, the board adopts a rule as follows: 

5 CSR 20-100.125 is adopted. 

A notice of proposed rulemaking containing the text of the proposed 
rule was published in the Missouri Register on December 16, 2019 
(44 MoReg 3184-3191). Those sections with changes are reprinted 
here. This proposed rule becomes effective thirty (30) days after pub-
lication in the Code of State Regulations. 

SUMMARY OF COMMENTS: The board received six thousand six 
hundred sixty-four (6,664) comments regarding the proposed rule. 

Editor’s Note: Due to the volume of comments received relating to 5 
CSR 20-100.125 Missouri School Improvement Program 6, the 
Missouri Department of Elementary and Secondary Education 
(department) is unable to publish a list of individuals commenting on 
this rule. The department maintains a copy of all individual com-
ments which is available upon request. Requests should be made to 
the Custodian of Records, Department of Elementary and Secondary 
Education, PO Box 480, Jefferson City, MO 65102-0480. 

COMMENT #1: The department received one hundred eighty-six 
(186) comments requesting the Equity and Access domain that was 

not included in the October version of the MSIP 6 Standards be rein-
stated in the final version. Five (5) of these one hundred eighty-six 
(186) comments indicated a need to define educational equity. One 
(1) comment requested the inclusion of an indicator to monitor equi-
ty gaps between student groups, implement strategies to reduce bar-
riers, and implement strategies to address equity gaps between stu-
dent groups. 
RESPONSE AND EXPLANATION OF CHANGE: The department 
agrees to return the Equity and Access domain (including Standards 
EA1, EA2, EA3 and EA4) proposed in the June 2019 State Board of 
Education meeting. Modifications have been made to the following:  

1. Standard EA1, Indicator A (Comment #93) 
2. Standard EA3 (Comment #106) 
3. Standard EA3, Indicator B (Comment #104) 
4. Standard EA4, Indicator D from October 2019 State Board of 

Education materials 
5. Added Standard EA4, Indicator D 

A definition section for use in the implementation of this rule has 
been added as section (1) in the rule.  
Academic Achievement 

EA1 - The school system administers assessments required by 
the Missouri Assessment 
Program (MAP) to measure academic achievement and demonstrates 
improvement in 
the performance of its students over time. 

A. The performance of all students on each assessment meets 
or exceeds the state 
standard and/or demonstrates the required growth or improvement. 

B. The performance of each student on each assessment and 
students in identified 
student groups meets or exceeds the state standard and/or demon-
strates the required 
growth or improvement. 

C. The percentage of students and identified groups of stu-
dents tested on each required 
MAP assessment meets or exceeds the state standard. 

Graduation Rate 
EA2 - The school system ensures all students successfully com-

plete high school. 
A. All students and identified student groups complete an 

educational program, which meets the graduation requirements as 
established by the local board and meets or exceeds the state standard 
and/or demonstrates the required improvement. 

Follow-Up Rate of Graduates 
EA3 - The school system prepares all students and identified 

groups of students for postsecondary success.  
A. All graduates and identified groups of graduates, who 

after graduation are 
successfully– 

1. enrolled in a college/university, 
2. enrolled in a trade/technical school (or program), 
3. employed, or 
4. in the military 
and meet or exceed the state standard and/or demonstrate 

the required improvement. 

B. The school system analyzes five (5)-year follow-up data on 
their graduates 
and uses the results to inform– 

1. program evaluation, 
2. strategic planning, and 
3. other decision making 

Equity of Educational Experiences 
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This section will contain the final text of the rules proposed 
by agencies. The order of rulemaking is required to con-

tain a citation to the legal authority upon which the order or 
rulemaking is based; reference to the date and page or pages 
where the notice of proposed rulemaking was published in 
the Missouri Register; an explanation of any change between 
the text of the rule as contained in the notice of proposed 
rulemaking and the text of the rule as finally adopted, togeth-
er with the reason for any such change; and the full text of 
any section or subsection of the rule as adopted which has 
been changed from that contained in the notice of proposed 
rulemaking. The effective date of the rule shall be not less 
than thirty (30) days after the date of publication of the revi-
sion to the Code of State Regulations. 

The agency is also required to make a brief summary of 
the general nature and extent of comments submitted in 

support of or opposition to the proposed rule and a concise 
summary of the testimony presented at the hearing, if any, 
held in connection with the rulemaking, together with a con-
cise summary of the agency’s findings with respect to the 
merits of any such testimony or comments which are 
opposed in whole or in part to the proposed rule. The ninety- 
(90-) day period during which an agency shall file its order of 
rulemaking for publication in the Missouri Register begins 
either: 1) after the hearing on the proposed rulemaking is 
held; or 2) at the end of the time for submission of comments 
to the agency. During this period, the agency shall file with 
the secretary of state the order of rulemaking, either putting 
the proposed rule into effect, with or without further changes, 
or withdrawing the proposed rule.
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EA4 - The school system intentionally focuses on educational 
outcomes and the allocation of resources to ensure that each student 
is purposefully engaged and is provided rigorous instruction, mean-
ingful supports, and relevant educational experiences.  

A. The school system ensures each student, particularly low-
income and minority 

students, has equitable access to qualified, experienced, and 
effective teachers, 

learning experiences, academic, and social supports and other 
resources necessary for success in all content areas. 

B. The school system implements policies to address student 
misconduct in a positive, fair, and unbiased manner. 

C. The school system initiates and promotes collaborative 
relationships with community partners, agencies, and institutions that 
promote open dialogue and respect for multiple perspectives. 

D. The school system monitors equity gaps between student 
groups (e.g. gifted and/or enrichment, at-risk, special education, 
etc.), applies strategies to reduce barriers between student groups, 
and implements strategies to address equity gaps between student 
groups. 

COMMENT #2: The department received one hundred and eight 
(108) comments related to the proposed MSIP 6 Standards and 
Indicators suggesting that the standards are an overreach and an 
attempt to usurp local authority by either using language such as 
stakeholders rather than taxpayers, controlling local board leadership 
by including standards about governance and personnel, and rewrit-
ing the Missouri Constitution by adopting such standards. 
RESPONSE: Section 161.092, RSMo, outlines the responsibilities of 
the board. Subsection (14) requires the board to “promulgate rules 
under which the board shall classify public schools in the state; pro-
vided that the appropriate scoring guides, instruments, and proce-
dures used in determining the accreditation status of a district…
”(emphasis added). No change has been made to the rule because of 
these comments. 

COMMENT #3: The department received four (4) comments provid-
ing suggested measurements for MSIP 6. 
RESPONSE: The department is appreciative of individuals who vol-
unteered their time to review the proposed regulation. The depart-
ment will review this feedback when it develops the MSIP metrics. 
No change has been made to the rule as a result of these comments. 

COMMENT #4: The department received one (1) comment indicat-
ing school systems would need to redesign their processes to track 
and document progress in meeting the Standards because of their 
complexity. 
RESPONSE: While an individual school system may need to update 
its systems, this should not be a major change for most school sys-
tems. No change has been made to the rule because of this comment. 

COMMENT #5: The department received one (1) comment request-
ing the use of the term “school system” be eliminated as it is unde-
fined in statute and rule leaving too much ambiguity for charter 
schools and their sponsors. 
RESPONSE AND EXPLANATION OF CHANGE: The Standards 
and Indicators use school system to include both school districts and 
charter schools. For clarification, a definition section for use in the 
implementation of this rule has been added as section (1) in the Order 
of Rulemaking. 

COMMENT #6: The department received twelve (12) comments 
requesting clarification of the applicability of the MSIP 6 Standards 
and Indicators to charter schools. 
RESPONSE: Section 160.405.15, RSMo, requires the department to 
calculate Annual Performance Reports (APRs) for charter schools 
and “to publish them in the same manner as annual performance 
reports are calculated and published for districts and attendance cen-

ters.” Section 160.400.17(1), RSMo, affirmatively obligates the 
board to evaluate charter sponsors for compliance with section 
160.400, RSMo, et seq. Among the standards for charter sponsor-
ship is an evaluation of charter sponsor decision making with regard 
to the charter schools they sponsor. Section 160.405.9(2)(a), RSMo, 
requires sponsors to consider charter schools’ APR as a part of the 
renewal decision making process and must determine whether the 
annual performance results “meet or exceed the district in which a 
charter school is located.”  
Based on these statutory requirements, the department concludes that 
an APR must be produced in the same manner for all charter and tra-
ditional public schools. The department uses these reports to inform 
the classification of districts. More specifically, the department sup-
plies these reports to charter sponsors so that the sponsors can fulfill 
their obligations. Further, the department utilizes the charter APR to 
fulfill its obligation to evaluate charter sponsor decision making. No 
change has been made to the rule because of these comments. 

COMMENT #7: The department received two (2) comments in sup-
port of the Standards and Indicators as proposed. 
RESPONSE: The department is appreciative of individuals who vol-
unteered their time to review the proposed regulation and voice their 
support. No change has been made to the rule because of these com-
ments. 

COMMENT #8: The department received one (1) comment suggest-
ing that determining growth in a student’s knowledge based on a 
yearly assessment is illogical. 
RESPONSE: The department respectfully disagrees with this com-
ment. No change has been made to the rule because of this comment. 

COMMENT #9: The department received one (1) comment request-
ing the MSIP6 Standards and Indicators be reorganized into the fol-
lowing domains: Leadership (L), Student Academic Achievement 
(SA), Teaching, Learning and Assessment (TLA), and Climate and 
Culture (CC). 
RESPONSE: The standards and indicators are arranged to align with 
the department’s Continuous Improvement System and Theory of 
Action. No change has been made to the rule because of this com-
ment. 

Leadership (L) 
School Board Leadership (L1) 
COMMENT #10: The department received one (1) comment 
requesting Standard L1 be modified to read, “The governing board 
and superintendent/chief executive officer engage in ongoing profes-
sional learning and self-evaluation in order to strengthen governance 
practices.” 
RESPONSE: The department declines to make the change to govern-
ing board from local board in order to clearly distinguish state and 
local governance.  

COMMENT #11: The department received five (5) comments for 
Standard L1, Indicator B, suggesting it rewrites the Missouri 
Constitution and is an overreach of the state board’s authority. These 
comments recommend that Standard L1, Indicator B be modified to 
read, “The local board ensures the academic preparation of each stu-
dent.” 
RESPONSE AND EXPLANATION OF CHANGE: Standard L1, 
Indicator B, has been moved to Standard L3 as Indicator B based on 
Comment #20. Standard L3, Indicator B, will read, “The local board 
ensures that the Continuous School Improvement Plan (CSIP) focus-
es on the academic preparation and well-being of each student.” 

COMMENT #12: The department received one (1) comment for 
Standard L1, Indicator B, indicating it was too broadly worded and 
not within the scope of the district’s responsibilities. 
RESPONSE: Standard L1, Indicator B, has been moved to Standard 
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L3 as Indicator B based on Comment #20. Standard L3, Indicator B, 
will read, “The local board ensures that the Continuous School 
Improvement Plan (CSIP) focuses on the academic preparation and 
well-being of each student.” 
 
COMMENT #13: The department received one (1) comment 
requesting Standard L1, Indicator B, be removed because the 
Standard is about professional development and not academic prepa-
ration. 
RESPONSE AND EXPLANATION OF CHANGE: The department 
has moved Standard L1, Indicator B, to Standard L3, Indicator B. 

COMMENT #14: The department received one (1) comment 
requesting Standard L1, Indicator C, be modified to read, “The local 
board president and superintendent/chief executive officer implement 
a formal new board member orientation process within the first three 
(3) months of a new board member’s service”, rather than twelve 
months (12) in the proposed rule. 
RESPONSE AND EXPLANATION OF CHANGE: Standard L1, 
Indicator C, has been removed to improve clarity.  

COMMENT #15: The department received one (1) comment 
requesting Standard L1, Indicator C, be modified to read, “The local 
board president and superintendent/chief executive officer implement 
a formal new board member orientation process within the first six 
(6) months of a new board member’s service”, rather than twelve 
months (12) in the proposed rule. 
RESPONSE AND EXPLANATION OF CHANGE: Standard L1, 
Indicator C, has been removed to improve clarity.  

COMMENT #16: The department received one (1) comment for 
Standard L1, Indicator C, indicating that the Missouri School 
Boards’ Association (MSBA) provides training for new board mem-
bers and that the expectations are outlined in state law. Local board 
members and the superintendent/chief executive officer should be 
allowed to conduct this training with that flexibility in mind. 
RESPONSE: Standard L1, Indicator C, has been removed to 
improve clarity. 

COMMENT #17: The department received two (2) comments 
requesting clarification about whether the new board member orien-
tation process in Standard L1, Indicator D, is in addition to the legal-
ly required training in Indicator C. 
RESPONSE AND EXPLANATION OF CHANGE: Standard L1, 
Indicator C, has been removed to improve clarity. 

COMMENT #18: The department received one (1) comment indicat-
ing Standard L1, Indicator E, requires the local board and the super-
intendent/chief executive officer engage in professional learning 
designed to improve governance practices. Additionally, this com-
menter indicated that professional learning should be locally con-
trolled and not evaluated by MSIP 6. 
RESPONSE: On-going professional learning for local board mem-
bers is critical to the operation of the district. No change has been 
made to the rule because of this comment. 

COMMENT #19: The department received one (1) comment for 
Standard L1, Indicator F (now Indicator D), requesting the indicator 
include stakeholder feedback in the governance team evaluation. 
RESPONSE: Local boards may make a determination to have other 
stakeholders participate in such evaluation process. No change has 
been made to the rule because of this comment. 

COMMENT #20: The department received one (1) comment for 
Standard L1, Indicator F (now Indicator D), requesting the indicator 
be modified to eliminate redundancies to read, “The local board and 
the superintendent/chief executive officer regularly evaluate gover-
nance team strengths and opportunities for improvement.” 

RESPONSE AND EXPLANATION OF CHANGE: The department 
agrees to make this change for clarity. Revised Standard L1, 
Indicator F (now Indicator D) will read, “The local board and the 
superintendent/chief executive officer regularly evaluate governance 
team strengths and opportunities for improvement.” 

COMMENT #21: The department received five (5) comments not 
related to or not requesting a change to Standard L1, or any other 
provision of this rule. 
RESPONSE: No change has been made to the rule because of these 
comments. 

Ethics (L2) 
COMMENT #22: The department received one (1) comment 
requesting additional guidance be provided for sub-indicators for 
Standard L2, Indicator A, relating to legal and professional ethics. 
RESPONSE: While the commenter requested that additional guid-
ance be provided, no comments for suggested modifications were 
received. No change has been made to the rule because of this com-
ment. 
COMMENT #23: The department received one (1) comment for 
Standard L2, Indicator D, suggesting the superintendent/chief exec-
utive officer has no role in conducting local board meetings and rec-
ommends the removal of the indicator. 
RESPONSE: Standard L2, Indicator D, does not indicate that the 
superintendent/chief executive officer conducts local board meetings. 
No change has been made to the rule because of this comment. 

COMMENT #24: The department received one (1) comment for 
Standard L1, Indicator E, saying local boards should determine their 
own continuing education needs. 
RESPONSE: Standard L1, Indicator E, does not prohibit the local 
board from determining its own continuing education needs. No 
change has been made to the rule because of this comment. 

COMMENT #25: The department received one (1) comment not 
related to or not requesting a change to Standard L2, or any other 
provision of this rule. 
RESPONSE: No change has been made to the rule because of this 
comment. 

COMMENT #26: The department received one (1) comment for 
Standard L2 indicating disagreement with all of the indicators. In 
addition, this commenter requested that measurement for account-
ability will need to be defined. 
RESPONSE: This standard addresses the ethical behavior of the 
local board and administration. No change has been made to the rule 
because of this comment. 

COMMENT #27: The department received one (1) comment for 
Standard L2 suggesting that a local board should function as a whole 
and not as individual members. 
RESPONSE: Standard L2, Indicator D, addresses the issue of indi-
vidual requests from the local board and the need for them to be con-
sidered by the local board as a whole. No change has been made to 
the rule because of this comment. 

Continuous School Improvement (L3) 
COMMENT #28: The department received one (1) comment 
requesting Standard L3 be modified.  
RESPONSE: The comment does not include a suggested change in 
the language. No change has been made to the rule because of this 
comment. 

COMMENT #29: The department received three (3) comments not 
related to or not requesting a change to Standard L3, or any other 
provision of this rule. 
RESPONSE: No change has been made to the rule because of these 
comments. 
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COMMENT #30: The Department received one (1) comment 
requesting Standard L3, Indicator A, be modified to replace “stake-
holder” with taxpayer. 
RESPONSE: The proposed change to the indicator would limit pub-
lic involvement to only taxpayers, which would change the intent of 
the standard. No change has been made to the rule because of this 
comment. 

Operations and Resource Management (L4) 
COMMENT #31: The department received five (5) comments 
requesting Standard L4 be modified to read, “The school system 
manages school operations and resources to promote each student’s 
academic success in accordance with priorities established in the 
CSIP” to eliminate “well-being.” The commenters assert that by 
including this language, the Standards re-write the Missouri 
Constitution. 
RESPONSE: The department respectfully disagrees with the com-
menters. No change has been made to the rule because of these com-
ments. 

COMMENT #32: The department received one (1) comment 
requesting the definition of academic-success and well-being used in 
Standard L4. 
RESPONSE AND EXPLANATION OF CHANGE: For clarifica-
tion, a definition section for use in the implementation of this rule 
has been added as section (1) of the rule to address this comment. 

COMMENT #33: The department received two (2) comments not 
related to or not requesting a change to Standard L4, or any other 
provision of this rule.  
RESPONSE: No change has been made to the rule because of these 
comments. 

COMMENT #34: The department received one (1) comment 
requesting Standard L4 be modified so the emphasis is on the effec-
tive management of all resources, not just those included in the CSIP. 
RESPONSE: The standard focuses the use of standards on support-
ing CSIP goals; but it does not exclude resources that are not in the 
CSIP. No change has been made to the rule because of this comment. 

COMMENT #35: The department received three (3) comments for 
Standard L4, Indicator A, suggesting it should be modified to remove 
“and matters of equity” from the end of the sentence because the 
prior standard related to equity had been removed. 
RESPONSE: Standard L4, Indicator A, was designed to ensure that 
local boards provide for an equitable distribution of resources among 
all buildings and for all students. No change has been made to the 
rule because of these comments. 

COMMENT #36: The department received one (1) comment 
requesting the addition of Standard L4, Indicator F, to read, “The 
school system provides reliable transportation services in accordance 
with state statutes, regulations and [local] board policy.” 
RESPONSE: Transportation requirements are set forth in statutes 
and regulations, including section 167.231, RSMo, and 5 CSR 30-
261.010, et seq., and are not added to these standards. No change 
has been made to the rule because of this comment. 

COMMENT #37: The department received one (1) comment 
requesting the addition of Standard L4, Indicator G, to read, “The 
school system provides food and nutritional services in accordance 
with the Professional Standards for State and Local School Nutrition 
programs.” 
RESPONSE: Food and nutrition program requirements are set forth 
in statutes and regulations, including section 167.201, RSMo, 5 CSR 
30-680.010, et seq., 7 CFR part 210, and are not added to these stan-
dards. No change has been made to the rule because of this comment. 

School Board Policy (L5) 
COMMENT #38: The department received two (2) comments for 
Standard L5, Indicator A, requesting the indicator be modified to 
read, “The local board and administration have a systematic process 
for establishing, revising, and communicating policies so that they 
are clear, current, and legally compliant.” 
RESPONSE: The requested change appears to address making poli-
cies public. Section 162.208, RSMo, requires public school districts 
to post the district’s policies and related documents on the district’s 
website. No change has been made to the rule because of these com-
ments. 

Superintendent Roles, Responsibilities and Evaluation (L6) 
COMMENT #39: The department received eleven (11) comments 
requesting the removal of Standard L6 in its entirety as well as the 
table referring to associate/assistant superintendents in Standard L9 
because it infringes on the district’s right to share a superintendent. 
RESPONSE AND EXPLANATION OF CHANGE: Local boards of 
education have the flexibility in law to share superintendents. To 
address this issue, Standard L6 and supporting indicators have been 
modified to read: 

“L6 - The local board(s) employs and evaluates the job performance 
of an appropriately certificated superintendent/chief executive officer 
to manage school system operations.  

The local board(s) delegates operational decisions to the superinten-
dent/chief executive officer and administration. 
The local board(s) conducts a performance-based 
superintendent/chief executive officer evaluation process based upon 
clear, written, and measurable targets that are aligned with profes-
sional educator leader standards and school system performance 
measures. 
The superintendent/chief executive officer’s evaluation process is 
implemented in accordance with the Essential Principles of Effective 
Evaluation and 5 CSR 20-400.375.  
The local board(s) establishes and follows a clear timeline for the 
superintendent/chief executive officer’s evaluation process, contract 
decisions, and salary determination.” 

The table in L9 provides recommended ratios for assistant or associ-
ate superintendents. The ratios outlined in the standard are best prac-
tice ratios. No change has been made to the rule because of these 
comments. 
COMMENT #40: The department received one (1) comment 
requesting that Standard L6 to be modified to read, “The local board 
employs and evaluates job performance of a highly-qualified superin-
tendent/chief executive officer to manage school system operations.” 
RESPONSE AND EXPLANATION OF CHANGE: To improve 
clarity, the department agrees to change Standard L6 to read “The 
local board employs and evaluates the job performance of an appro-
priately certificated superintendent/chief executive officer to manage 
school system operations.”  

COMMENT #41: The department received one (1) comment for 
Standard L6 indicating administrators, teachers, and other school 
employees should be responsible for evaluating the superintendent 
because of their day-to-day interaction with leadership. 
RESPONSE: Local board policy governs who participates in the 
evaluation of the superintendent. No change has been made to the 
rule because of this comment. 

COMMENT #42: The department received three (3) comments stat-
ing Standard L6, Indicator A, is in violation of state law and request-
ed it be removed. 
RESPONSE: The department respectfully disagrees with the com-
menters. No change has been made to the rule because of these com-
ments. 
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COMMENT #43: The department received one (1) comment for 
Standard L6, Indicator C, suggesting that the local board should rely 
on a locally approved process for evaluation of the superintendent. 
RESPONSE: Information about the evaluation of the superintendent 
or chief executive officer can be located on the department’s website 
in the Educator Growth Toolbox. Additionally, this is consistent with 
5 CSR 20-400.375. No change has been made to the rule because of 
this comment. 

COMMENT #44: The department received one (1) comment 
requesting that Standard L6, Indicator B, be modified to read, “The 
local board conducts a performance-based superintendent/chief exec-
utive officer evaluation based upon clear, written, and measurable 
goals that are aligned with professional educator leader standards and 
school system performance measures.” 
RESPONSE AND EXPLANATION OF CHANGE: The department 
agrees to make this change to school system rather than school dis-
trict for consistency. Revised Standard L6, Indicator B, will read, 
“The local board(s) conducts a performance-based 
superintendent/chief executive officer evaluation process based upon 
clear, written, and measurable targets that are aligned with profes-
sional educator leader standards and school system performance 
measures.” 

COMMENT #45: The department received two (2) comments not 
related to or not requesting a change to Standard L7, or any other 
provision of this rule. 
RESPONSE: No change has been made to the rule because of these 
comments. 

Personnel and Program Evaluation (L7) 
COMMENT #46: The department received one (1) comment for 
Standard L7 requesting the Standard be modified to include the eval-
uation of personnel. The proposed Standard should be modified to 
read, “The local board and administration ensure the use of an effec-
tive evaluation process for all employees and a systematic program 
evaluation process for the school system’s programs, practices and 
procedures for the attainment of the vision, mission and goals.” 
RESPONSE AND EXPLANATION OF CHANGE: The department 
agrees to the proposed changes. Revised Standard L7 will read, “The 
local board and administration ensure the use of an effective evalua-
tion process for all employees and a systematic program evaluation 
process for the school system’s programs, practices, and procedures 
for the attainment of the vision, mission, and goals.” 

COMMENT #47: The department received one (1) comment 
requesting Standard L7, Indicator A, be removed from the standard 
because it is about decision making not program evaluation. 
RESPONSE: Standard L7, is about decision making and personnel 
and program evaluation. No change has been made to the rule 
because of this comment. 

COMMENT #48: The department received one (1) comment 
requesting Standard L7, Indicator B, be modified to correct subject-
verb disagreement to read, “The local board and administration mon-
itor the effectiveness of programs, practices, and procedures through 
an ongoing, systematic evaluation process that includes comprehen-
sive analysis of relevant data.” 
RESPONSE AND EXPLANATION OF CHANGE: The department 
agrees to the modification. Standard L7, Indicator B, will be revised 
to read, “The local board and administration ensure the implementa-
tion of performance-based evaluations aligned to 5 CSR 20-400.375 
for certificated staff and to appropriate job descriptions and duties 
for non-certificated staff.” 

COMMENT #49: The department received one (1) comment 
requesting Standard L7, Indicator B, be modified to read, “The local 
board and administration ensure the implementation of performance-
based evaluations aligned to 5 CSR 20-400.375 for certificated staff 

and to appropriate job descriptions and duties for non-certificated 
staff.” 
RESPONSE AND EXPLANATION OF CHANGE: The department 
agrees to the proposed revision as it provides additional clarity. 
Standard L7, Indicator B, will be revised to read, “The local board 
and administration ensure the implementation of performance based 
evaluations that are aligned to 5 CSR 20-400.375 for certificated 
staff and to appropriate job descriptions and duties for non-certificat-
ed staff.” 

COMMENT #50: The department received two (2) comments 
requesting that Standard L7, Indicator D, be removed. 
RESPONSE: Local boards are charged with oversight and therefore 
must regularly review goals, objectives, and the effectiveness of pro-
grams and services. No change has been made to the rule because of 
these comments. 

COMMENT #51: The department received one (1) comment 
requesting Standard L7, Indicator E, be modified to remove redun-
dancy to read, “The local board annually approves the Professional 
Development and other plans as required by statute and [local] board 
policy.” 
RESPONSE AND EXPLANATION OF CHANGE: The department 
agrees to remove this redundancy. Standard L7, Indicator E, will 
read, “The local board annually approves the Professional 
Development Plan and other plans as required by statute and local 
board policy.” 

Communication (L8) 
COMMENT #52: The department received one (1) comment 
requesting Standard L8, Indicators A and B, be modified to replace 
stakeholder with taxpayer. 
RESPONSE: The proposed change to the indicator would change the 
meaning of the indicator. No change has been made to the rule 
because of this comment. 

Personnel (L9) 
COMMENT #53: The department received two (2) comments not 
related to or not requesting a change to Standard to L9, or any other 
provision of this rule. 
RESPONSE: No change has been made to the rule because of these 
comments. 

COMMENT #54: The department received one (1) comment for 
Standard L9 requesting a modification for subject-verb agreement to 
read, “The local board and administration provide sufficient staffing 
of qualified and highly effective personnel to achieve the school sys-
tem’s vision, mission and goals.” 
RESPONSE AND EXPLANATION OF CHANGE: The department 
agrees to make a change to Standard L9 to read, “The local board 
and administration provide sufficient staffing of qualified and highly 
effective personnel to achieve the school system’s vision, mission, 
and goals.” 

COMMENT #55: The department received one (1) comment for 
Standard L9 requesting the staffing ratios for assistant/associate 
superintendents be similar to those established for principals, teach-
ers, and school counselors (to include recommended and minimum 
standards). 
RESPONSE: The ratios for assistant/associate superintendents are 
best practice recommendations. No change has been made to the rule 
because of this comment. 

COMMENT #56: The department received one (1) comment 
requesting that Standard L9, Indicator C, be modified to read, “The 
local board provides for the employment of adequate staffing of 
administrators and staff to provide for effective instruction, leader-
ship and management.” This comment also suggests moving all 
ratios to this standard. 
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RESPONSE: The proposed revision of Standard L9, Indicator C, 
does not address the provision of all services outlined in the rule. 
Individual ratios (for example counselors and librarians) are included 
for the standard addressed. No change has been made to the rule 
because of this comment. 

COMMENT #57: The department received one (1) comment for 
Standard L9 requesting that the staffing ratios for administrative per-
sonnel be cut in half or more to allow districts to hire additional 
teachers. 
RESPONSE: The ratios for assistant and associate superintendents 
are best practice recommendations. No change has been made to the 
rule because of this comment. 

COMMENT #58: The department received one (1) comment for 
Standard L9 requesting clarification that preschool students should 
be included in establishing principal-student ratios. 
RESPONSE AND EXPLANATION OF CHANGE: The number of 
preschool students in the building should be included when establish-
ing principal-student ratios. For clarification, a definition section for 
use in the implementation of this rule has been added as section (1) 
of the rule.  

COMMENT #59: The department received one (1) comment not 
related to or not requesting a change to Standard L9, or any other 
provision of this rule. 
RESPONSE: No change has been made to the rule because of this 
comment. 

School Safety (L10) 
COMMENT #60: The department received three (3) comments not 
related to or not requesting a change to Standard L10, or any other 
provision of this rule. 
RESPONSE: No change has been made to the rule because of these 
comments. 

COMMENT #61: The department received one (1) comment 
requesting that Standard L10 be modified to read, “The school sys-
tem actively addresses school safety and security in all facilities.” 
RESPONSE AND EXPLANATION OF CHANGE: The department 
agrees to make this change for consistency. Standard L10 will read, 
“The school system actively addresses school safety and security in 
all facilities.” 

COMMENT #62: The department received five (5) comments for 
Standard L10, Indicator A, Sub-indicator 3, requesting the indicator 
be reworded to include only student, staff, and immediate families of 
those impacted by a crisis. 
RESPONSE: The proposed change would exclude the consideration 
of volunteers and others who may be present during a school crisis. 
No change has been made to the rule as a result of these comments. 

COMMENT #63: The department received one (1) comment 
requesting Standard L10, Indicator A, Sub-indicator 3, be modified 
to read, “The plan includes supporting mental health needs of all 
involved in any crisis.” 
RESPONSE: This comment is outside the scope of this standard. No 
change has been made to the rule as a result of this comment. 

COMMENT #64: The department received five (5) comments 
requesting Standard L10, Indicator A, be modified to read, “The dis-
trict, in consultation with public safety officials and taxpayers, devel-
ops, implements, and reviews annually a comprehensive school 
emergency operations plan for the district and each school or site as 
applicable.” 
RESPONSE: The proposed change to the indicator would limit pub-
lic involvement to only taxpayers changing the intent of the standard. 
No change has been made to the rule because of these comments. 

COMMENT #65: The department received one (1) comment request 
that Standard L10, Indicator A, be modified to read, “The school 
system, in consultation with public safety officials and stakeholders, 
develops, implements, and reviews annually a comprehensive school 
emergency operations plan for the district and each school or site as 
applicable.  

1. The plan broadly addresses safety, crises, and emer-
gency operations.  

2. The plan addresses prevention, preparation, operations, 
and follow-up.  

3. The plan includes consideration of supporting mental 
health needs of all involved in any crisis.” 
RESPONSE AND EXPLANATION OF CHANGE: The department 
agrees to make this change for consistency. Revised Standard L10, 
Indicator A, will read, “The school system, in consultation with pub-
lic safety officials and stakeholders, develops, implements, and 
reviews annually a comprehensive school emergency operations plan 
for the school system and each school or site as applicable.  

1. The plan broadly addresses safety, crises, and emer-
gency operations.  

2. The plan addresses prevention, preparation, operations, 
and follow-up.  

3. The plan includes consideration of supporting mental 
health needs of all involved in any crisis.” 

COMMENT #66: The department received one (1) comment 
requesting Standard L10, Indicator B, be modified to focus on the 
importance of the safety coordinator collaborating with other admin-
istrators to implement research-based safety strategies. 
RESPONSE: This comment is outside the scope of this standard. No 
change has been made to the rule because of this comment. 

COMMENT #67: The department received one (1) comment for 
Standard L10, Indicator C, asking if the inclusion of “nationally 
accepted methodology” for conducting a physical security site assess-
ment would preclude a School Resource Officer from completing the 
assessment. 
RESPONSE: The proposed standard and indicator would not pre-
clude a School Resource Officer (SRO) from completing the physical 
security site assessment. No change has been made to the rule as a 
result of this comment. 

COMMENT #68: The department received one (1) comment 
requesting Standard L10, Indicator C, be clarified to include lan-
guage about what is included in a physical security site assessment. 
RESPONSE: The “Guide for Developing High-Quality School 
Emergency Operations Plans” (https://rems.ed.gov/docs/REMS_K-
12_Guide_508.pdf) includes guidance for conducting a physical 
security site assessment. No change has been made to the rule 
because of this comment. 

COMMENT #69: The department received one (1) comment 
requesting Standard L10, Indicator F, be clarified and modified to 
read, “The school system ensures access to the state school violence 
anonymous reporting tip line.” 
RESPONSE AND EXPLANATION OF CHANGE: The department 
agrees to modify the rule for clarity. Standard L10, Indicator F, will 
be revised to read, “The school system ensures access to Missouri’s 
school violence anonymous reporting tip line.” 
 
Effective Teaching and Learning (TL) 
COMMENT #70: The department received eighty nine (89) com-
ments requesting that an additional standard be added to the Effective 
Teaching and Learning domain to address the needs of gifted stu-
dents. The proposed standard would read:  

TL16 – The school system provides a comprehensive system to iden-
tify and support gifted learners to address their academic, emotional, 
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social, and behavioral needs.  
A. The school system ensures procedures are in place to system-

atically identify and serve gifted learners;  
B. The school system ensures that if providing gifted education 

services provide identified students with instructional objectives and 
appropriate strategies to meet their identified needs;  

C. The school system ensures a written curriculum for the gift-
ed education program is utilized and in alignment with the Missouri 
Learning Standards. 
RESPONSE: Standard AS1, Indicator E, includes language that the 
school system provides opportunities for each student to excel, 
including gifted students. The proposed addition to MSIP 6 exceeds 
the statutory requirement outlined in section 162.720, RSMo. No 
change has been made to the rule because of these comments. 

COMMENT #71: The department received one (1) comment 
requesting to separate the Effective Teaching and Learning domain 
into two separate categories: Student Academic Achievement and 
Teaching, Learning and Assessment with proposals for which stan-
dards and indicators would be used for measurement. 
RESPONSE: The department declines to reorganize the standards as 
suggested. No change has been made to the rule because of this com-
ment. 

Success-Ready Students (TL1) 
COMMENT #72: The department received one (1) comment indicat-
ing credit should be given in the development of the scoring guide for 
year over year growth. 
RESPONSE: The department agrees with the value of the comment. 
However, the comment pertains to scoring rather than the Standard 
and Indicator. No change has been made to the rule because of this 
comment. 

COMMENT #73: The department received three (3) comments not 
related to or not requesting a change to Standard TL1, or any other 
provision of this rule. 
RESPONSE: No change has been made to the rule because of these 
comments. 

COMMENT #74: The department received five (5) comments not 
related to or not requesting a change to Standard TL1, or any other 
provision of this rule. 
RESPONSE: No change has been made to the rule because of these 
comments. 

COMMENT #75: The department received one (1) comment in sup-
port of the variety of ways that a student could demonstrate postsec-
ondary readiness in Standard TL1. 
RESPONSE: The department is appreciative of individuals who vol-
unteered their time to review the proposed regulation and voice their 
support. No change has been made to the rule because of this com-
ment. 

COMMENT #76: The department received one (1) comment 
requesting Standard TL1 be modified to correct the misspelling of 
measurable. 
RESPONSE AND EXPLANATION OF CHANGE: The department 
agrees with this comment and will make that change. 

COMMENT #77: The department received one (1) comment 
requesting the removal of Standard TL1, Indicator A. 
RESPONSE: The proposed standard and indicator are aligned with 
the board’s priorities. No change has been made to the rule because 
of this comment. 

COMMENT #78: The department received one (1) comment 
requesting Standard TL1, Indicator B, be modified because it is not 
measurable and should align with the attendance requirement under 
the Every Student Succeeds Act (ESSA). The proposed indicator 

would read, “Students demonstrate regular attendance that meets or 
exceeds the state standard or demonstrates improvement.” 
RESPONSE: Attendance is one of several measures used in deter-
mining a student’s success-ready status and is not being used as a 
stand-alone measure in MSIP 6. No change has been made to the 
rule because of this comment. 

COMMENT #79: The department received one (1) comment 
requesting Standard TL1, Indicator C, be modified to read, 
“Students’ (K-10) performance in grade-level literacy and numeracy 
skills meets the state standard or demonstrates the required improve-
ment.” 
RESPONSE: Existing tools are not in place to measure what the 
commenter is proposing for Standard TL1. No change has been 
made to the rule because of this comment. 

COMMENT #80: The department received two (2) comments 
requesting Standard TL1, Indicator D, be modified to include the 
post-secondary Transition Plan and the ICAP to be inclusive of stu-
dents with disabilities.  
RESPONSE: The ICAP is also applicable to students with disabili-
ties. No change has been made to the rule because of these com-
ments.  

COMMENT #81: The department received four (4) comments 
requesting Standard TL1, Indicator D, be modified to read, “No 
later than eighth grade, students have developed Individual Career 
Academic Plans (ICAP) that are based on a wide variety of career 
exploration experiences.” 
RESPONSE: The proposed modification in the indicator changes the 
intent of the original language. No change has been made to the rule 
because of these comments. 

COMMENT #82: The department received one (1) comment 
requesting Standard TL1, Indicator E, be modified to read, 
“Beginning in middle school, students demonstrate engagement 
through participating in curricular, co-curricular, extra-curricular, 
community based activities or service-learning opportunities.” 
RESPONSE: The proposed modification to Standard TL1, Indicator 
E, changes the intent of the standard. No change has been made to 
the rule because of this comment. 

COMMENT #83: The department received one (1) comment 
requesting clarification for Standard TL1, Indicator E, and whether 
the indicator would measure collaboration, leadership, or communi-
cation skills.  
RESPONSE: Standard TL1, Indicator E, indicates that all three will 
be measured. No change has been made to the rule because of this 
comment. 

COMMENT #84: The department received one (1) comment 
requesting Standard TL1, Indicator F, be removed because it is not 
measurable. 
RESPONSE: The measurement of Standard TL1, Indicator F, will 
take place through a proxy measure such as A+ eligibility. No 
change has been made to the rule because of this comment. 

COMMENT #85: The department received one (1) comment 
requesting Standard TL1, Indicator G, be removed because it would 
require the End-of-Course Assessment to be counted in two individ-
ual standards. 
RESPONSE: The standard is measured as one of a set of on-track 
indicators rather than aggregated to evaluate the on-track status of 
individual students. No change has been made to the rule because of 
this comment.  

COMMENT #86: The department received one (1) comment indicat-
ing Standard TL1, Indicator G, should exclude students who take the 
MAP-A. 
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RESPONSE: Students who take the MAP-A would be measured for 
TL1, Indicator G, using the appropriate assessments. No change has 
been made to the rule because of this comment. 

COMMENT #87: The department received one (1) comment 
requesting Standard TL1, Indicator H, be removed because Career-
Technical Student Organizations (CTSO) and the Seal of Biliteracy 
may not be offered by all school systems and demonstrate little con-
nection to employability skills.  
RESPONSE: Measurement of Standard TL1, Indicator H, at the high 
school level will not require a student meet every indicator. No 
change has been made to the rule because of this comment. 

COMMENT #88: The department received four (4) comments 
requesting that Standard TL1, Indicator H, be modified to read, 
“Beginning in high school, students my demonstrate employability 
skills through participation in career-related organizations and/or 
Diploma Seals of Achievement in a variety of subjects.” 
RESPONSE: The proposed change in the indicator changes the intent 
of the original language. No change has been made to the rule 
because of these comments. 

COMMENT #89: The department received two (2) comments 
requesting Standard TL1, Indicator J, Sub-indicator 9, be modified 
to read, “Other department-approved work readiness measures and 
post-secondary education.” 
RESPONSE: The proposed modification in the indicator changes the 
intent of the original language. No change has been made to the rule 
because of these comments. 

COMMENT #90: The department received one (1) comment 
requesting Standard TL1, Indicator J, Sub-indicators 1-9, be consol-
idated into one standard and indicator to read, “All continuously 
enrolled students demonstrate postsecondary readiness by meeting 
one or more of the Academic Indicators and one or more of the 
Career Readiness Indicators by the end of 12th grade”[emphasis sup-
plied]. 
RESPONSE: The proposed modification for Standard TL1, Indicator 
J, does not include all students served by a school system in the post-
secondary readiness measure. No change has been made to the rule 
because of this comment. 

COMMENT #91: The department received one (1) comment in sup-
port of Standard TL1, Indicator J, related to postsecondary readi-
ness. 
RESPONSE: The department is appreciative of individuals who vol-
unteered their time to review the proposed regulation and voice their 
support. No change has been made to the rule because of this com-
ment. 

COMMENT #92: The department received one (1) comment indicat-
ing that students with severe disabilities would not be able to meet 
the criteria identified in TL1, Indicator J. 
RESPONSE: Standard TL1, Indicator J, does not imply that students 
will need to meet all of the sub-indicators in the measurement of this 
standard. No change has been made to the rule because of this com-
ment. 

Academic Achievement (TL2 now EA1) 
COMMENT #93: The department received three (3) comments not 
related to or not requesting a change to Standard TL2 (now EA1), or 
any other provision of this rule. 
RESPONSE: No change has been made to the rule because of these 
comments. 

COMMENT #94: The department received one (1) comment asking 
for clarification of the implication of the majority of students failing 
to meet the performance standards included in Standard TL2 (now 
EA1). 

RESPONSE: The outcomes of Standard TL2 (now EA1) will be used 
in the calculation of the APR. No change has been made to the rule 
because of this comment. 

COMMENT #95: The department received one (1) comment 
requesting Standard TL2 (now EA1), Indicator A, be modified to 
read, “Student performance on mandated MAP assessments meets or 
exceeds the state standard or demonstrates the required improvement 
or growth” for consistency with the Standard and Indicator B. 
RESPONSE AND EXPLANATION OF CHANGE: The department 
agrees to modify Standard TL2 (now EA1), Indicator A, for clarity. 
Standard TL2 (now EA1), Indicator A, will read, “The performance 
of all students on each required assessment meets or exceeds the state 
standard and/or demonstrates the required growth or improvement.” 

COMMENT #96: The department received one (1) comment 
requesting Standard TL2 (now EA1), Indicator B, be modified to 
read, “The performance of students in identified subgroups on man-
dated MAP assessments meets or exceeds the state standard of 
demonstrates the required improvement or growth.” 
RESPONSE: The proposed change to Standard TL2, Indicator B, 
changes the intent of the standard. No change has been made to the 
rule because of this comment. 

COMMENT #97: The department received one (1) comment indicat-
ing Standard TL2 (now EA1), Indicators A and B, are not clearly 
written or convey the desired meaning. 
RESPONSE: Standard TL2 (now EA1), Indicator A, refers to all 
students in a school system, known as total. Standard TL2, Indicator 
B, references individual student groups. No change has been made to 
the rule because of this comment. 

COMMENT #98: The department received one (1) comment for 
Standard TL2 (now EA1), Indicator C, questioning testing students 
with disabilities. 
RESPONSE: State and federal law require the participation of stu-
dents with disabilities in the statewide assessment. Alternate assess-
ments are available in math, science, and English language arts. No 
change has been made to the rule because of this comment. 

COMMENT #99: The department received one (1) comment 
requesting the addition of an indicator to Standard TL2 (now EA1) 
that would read, “The percentage of students and identified groups of 
students tested on local assessments for areas not covered by the 
MAP meets or exceeds locally established benchmarks.” 
RESPONSE: The department does not collect local assessment data. 
School systems are encouraged to establish and monitor these bench-
marks at the local level. No change has been made to the rule 
because of this comment. 

Graduation Rate (TL3 now EA2) 
COMMENT #100: The department received three (3) comments not 
related to or not requesting a change to Standard TL3 (now EA2), or 
any other provision of this rule. 
RESPONSE: No change has been made to the rule because of these 
comments. 

COMMENT #101: The department received one (1) comment 
requesting the inclusion of 5-, 6- and 7-year graduation rates for stu-
dents who graduate with IEP’s. 
RESPONSE: The department uses a 4-, 5-, 6- and 7-year graduation 
cohort for state accountability. No change has been made to the rule 
because of this comment. 

COMMENT #102: The department received one (1) comment in 
support of Standard TL3 (now EA2). 
RESPONSE: The department is appreciative of individuals who 
volunteered their time to review the proposed regulation and voice 
their support. No change has been made to the rule because of this 
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comment. 

COMMENT #103: The department received one (1) comment 
requesting Standard TL3 (now EA2), Indicator A, be modified to 
read, “The percent of students who complete an educational program 
that meets the graduation requirements as established by the local 
board meets or exceeds the state standard or demonstrates required 
improvement.” 
RESPONSE: The proposed modification to Standard TL3 (now 
EA2), Indicator A, changes the intent of the standard. No change has 
been made to the rule because of this comment. 

Follow-Up Rate of Graduates (TL4 now EA3) 
COMMENT #104: The department received fifteen (15) comments 
regarding Standard TL4 (now EA3) and the difficulty in collecting 
five-year follow-up data and the accuracy of the data given the tran-
siency of some student populations. 
RESPONSE AND EXPLANATION OF CHANGE: The department 
agrees to change Standard TL4 (now EA3), Indicator B, to read, 
“The school system analyzes five (5)-year follow-up data on their 
graduates and uses the results to inform—”.  

COMMENT #105: The department received one (1) comment for 
Standard TL4 (now EA3) indicating that too much emphasis is being 
placed on students attending college. 
RESPONSE: Standard TL4 (now EA3) measures the placement rates 
of students in post-secondary school as well as those employed or in 
the military. No change has been made to the rule because of this 
comment. 

COMMENT #106: The department received one (1) comment not 
related to or not requesting a change to Standard TL4 (now EA3), or 
any other provision of this rule. 
RESPONSE: No change has been made to the rule because of this 
comment. 

COMMENT #107: The department received one (1) comment 
requesting a change in Standard TL4 (now EA3) for clarity to read, 
“The school system prepares all students and identified groups of stu-
dents for postsecondary success.” 
RESPONSE AND EXPLANATION OF CHANGE: The department 
agrees with the proposed clarification. Standard TL4 (now EA3) will 
be modified to read, “The school system prepares all students and 
identified groups of students for postsecondary success.” 

COMMENT #108: The department received two (2) comments 
requesting the 180-day follow-up in Standard TL4 (now EA3), 
Indicator A, be eliminated due to the inclusion of the five-year fol-
low-up. 
RESPONSE: The 180-day follow-up will be used for scoring purpos-
es. The inclusion of the five-year data will be to allow the school sys-
tem to self-evaluate programs and services. No change has been 
made because of these comments. 

COMMENT #109: The department received one (1) comment 
requesting the “Planned Transition Outcomes” included in a stu-
dent’s IEP be included in Standard TL4 (now EA3), Indicator A. 
RESPONSE: The current Standard and Indicator as written provide 
school systems with the flexibility requesting and provides for posi-
tive placement outcomes for all students. No change has been made 
to the rule because of this comment.  

COMMENT #110: The department received four (4) comments 
requesting modification of Standard TL4 (now EA4), Indicator A, to 
make it a complete sentence. 
RESPONSE: The format of the rule as presented pushed the comple-
tion of this indicator onto another page, making it appear that the 
sentence is incomplete. It is not. No change has been made to the 

rule because of these comments. 

COMMENT #111: The department received one (1) comment 
requesting Standard TL4 (now EA3), Indicator A, Sub-indicator 3, 
be modified to read, “Completed department approved Career 
Education course and are employed in an occupation related to their 
training.” 
RESPONSE: State law requires the department to include all stu-
dents who are positively placed or employed in this calculation not 
just students placed in occupations related to their training. No 
change has been made to the rule because of this comment. 

COMMENT #112: The department received one (1) comment 
requesting the removal of Standard TL4 (now EA3), Indicator B, 
because it is not measurable. 
RESPONSE AND EXPLANATION OF CHANGE: The department 
recognizes the inherent difficulties in collecting this data and will be 
responsible for providing the best available data to school systems. 
The change to this indicator is found in Comment 104. 

COMMENT #113: The department received one (1) comment 
requesting the removal of Standard TL4 (now EA3), Indicator B. If 
it remains in MSIP 6, it should be moved from this standard. 
RESPONSE: The inclusion of five-year follow-up data will allow 
school systems to conduct a self-evaluation of programs and services. 
No change has been made to the rule because of this comment. 

High-Quality Early Learning (TL5 now TL2) 
COMMENT #114: The department received one (1) comment ask-
ing for the deletion of Standard TL5 (now TL2) because of the 
expense and the possibility it would become mandatory. 
RESPONSE: Standard TL15 (now TL2) provides guidance to school 
districts regarding the implementation of class size and access to 
course content for PK students. No change has been made the rule 
because of this comment. 

COMMENT #115: The department received four (4) comments not 
related to or not requesting a change to Standard TL5 (now TL2), or 
any other provision of this rule.  
RESPONSE: No change has been made to the rule because of these 
comments. 

COMMENT #116: The department received one (1) comment 
requesting Standard TL5 (now TL2) be modified to read, “The 
school system supports the birth through kindergarten population in 
attaining access to high-quality early learning experience” because 
not all school systems are able to provide Parents as Teachers (PAT) 
or preschool. 
RESPONSE: Section 178.693, RSMo, requires school districts to 
provide a PAT program or contract for such services. No change has 
been made to the rule because of this comment. 

COMMENT #117: The department received two (2) comments relat-
ing to Standard TL5 (now TL2), indicating that school systems 
should not be penalized for not having an early childhood center or 
program. 
RESPONSE: Standard TL5 (now TL2) does not require a school dis-
trict to have an early childhood center, rather it is about providing 
early learning experiences and information to parents/guardians. No 
change has been made to the rule because of these comments. 

COMMENT #118: The department received one (1) comment 
requesting Standard TL5 (now TL2), Indicator A, be modified to 
read, “The school system has a systematic process for providing 
information to families on the importance of early learning and the 
availability of high-quality preschool or early learning experiences.” 
RESPONSE: The PAT program is designed to provide this informa-
tion to parents. No change has been made to the rule because of this 
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comment. 

COMMENT #119: The department received one (1) comment 
requesting Standard TL5 (now TL2), Indicator B,  be modified to 
read, “School systems that provide the Parents as Teachers program 
for early learning opportunities demonstrate effectiveness according 
to the department’s Parents as Teacher Compliance Review Tool. 
RESPONSE: The department’s PAT Compliance Review Tool is not 
designed to measure the effectiveness of the program. No change has 
been made to the rule because of this comment. 

COMMENT #120: The department received one (1) comment for 
Standard TL5 (now TL2), Indicator B, requesting that a sub-indica-
tor be added to measure whether this PAT program is meeting all of 
the requirements outlined in the Early Childhood Development Act 
(ECDA) Administrative Manual or the number of Parents as Teacher 
National Center Essential Requirements are being met. 
RESPONSE: The PAT Compliance Review Tool is used by school 
districts for self-evaluation and department staff to review for com-
pliance with the ECDA. No change has been made to the rule 
because of this comment. 

COMMENT #121: The department received one (1) comment 
requesting the removal of Standard TL5 (now TL2), Indicator C, 
indicating that it is not the responsibility of the school system to iden-
tify quality preschool opportunities in the community. 
RESPONSE: 5 CSR 20-100.330 sets forth the general provisions 
governing programs under the ECDA, which includes PAT, and 
requires school districts providing such program to provide access to 
community resources for a minimum of nine months during the pro-
gram year. No change has been made to the rule because of this com-
ment. 

COMMENT #122: The department received one (1) comment 
requesting Standard TL5 (now TL2), Indicator C, be modified to 
read, “The school system identifies developmentally-appropriate 
preschool opportunities available to children.” 
RESPONSE AND EXPLANATION OF CHANGE: The department 
agrees that school systems should identify preschool opportunities for 
children that are developmentally-appropriate. Standard TL5 (now 
TL2), Indicator C, will be modified to read, “The school system 
identifies well-rounded, developmentally-appropriate preschool 
opportunities available to children.” 

COMMENT #123: The department received one (1) comment sup-
porting the use of well-rounded in Standard TL5 (now TL2), 
Indicator C, related to preschool opportunities. 
RESPONSE: The department is appreciative of individuals who vol-
unteered their time to review the proposed regulation and voice their 
support. No change has been made to this rule because of this com-
ment. 

COMMENT #124: The department received one (1) comment 
requesting that Standard TL5 (now TL2), Indicator D, be modified 
to include examples of tools for measuring the effectiveness of early 
learning experiences. 
RESPONSE: Standard TL5 (now TL2), Indicator D, provides school 
systems with specific examples of tools that may be utilized for eval-
uating the effectiveness of the early learning program. No change has 
been made because of this comment. 

COMMENT #125: The department received one (1) comment for 
Standard TL5 (now TL2), Indicator D, indicating it is not realistic to 
use the National Center Quality Endorsement and Improvement 
Process as the current level of state funding does not support it. 
RESPONSE: Standard TL5 (now TL2), Indicator D, provides school 
systems with options for measuring the effectiveness of early learning 
experiences. No change has been made to the rule because of this 

comment. 

High-Quality Career Education (TL6 now TL3) 
COMMENT #126: The department received one (1) comment 
requesting Standard TL6 (now TL3) be modified to read, “The 
school system provides high-quality career and technical education 
and or advanced professional studies aligned to state career education 
program standards for all students.” 
RESPONSE: The proposed modification to Standard TL6 (now TL3) 
changes the intent of the standard. No change has been made to the 
rule because of this comment. 

COMMENT #127: The department received one (1) comment 
requesting Standard TL6 (now TL3), Indicator B, be modified to 
read, “The school system provides access to career-connected expe-
riences, registered apprenticeships, internships, cooperative work 
experiences and mentorships that include working in professional 
environments.” 
RESPONSE: Standard TL1, Indicator J, and supporting sub-indica-
tors address the commenter’s inclusion of career and work related 
experiences. No change has been made to the rule because of this 
comment. 

COMMENT #128: The department received one (1) comment for 
Standard TL6 (now TL3), Indicator B, requesting the inclusion of 
programs for students with disabilities. 
RESPONSE: Standard TL6 (now TL3), Indicator B, provides school 
systems with the flexibility to include programs for students with dis-
abilities. No change has been made to the rule because of this com-
ment. 

COMMENT #129: The department received one (1) comment 
requesting Standard TL6 (now TL3), Indicator C, be moved to anoth-
er standard. 
RESPONSE: Indicator C is aligned with Standard TL6 (now TL3) 
and focuses on the introduction of career awareness for Missouri’s 
youngest students. No change has been made to the rule because of 
this comment. 

COMMENT #130: The department received one (1) comment sup-
porting the use of “broadly based” in Standard TL6 (now TL3), 
Indicator C. 
RESPONSE: The department is appreciative of individuals who vol-
unteered their time to review the proposed regulation and voice their 
support. No change has been made to the rule because of this com-
ment. 

COMMENT #131: The department received one (1) comment 
requesting Standard TL6 (now TL3), Indicator D, be modified to 
read, “The school system implements a career education curriculum 
for the program and all courses that is aligned with appropriate state 
and national academic and technical standards and leadership stan-
dards” in order to focus only on curriculum. 
RESPONSE: Much of this comment is addressed by state statute that 
requires curriculum to be aligned to state standards. No change has 
been made to the rule because of this comment. 

COMMENT #132: The department received (4) comments request-
ing Standard TL6 (now TL3), Indicator E, be modified to replace 
CTSO [Career and Technical Student Organizations] with “student 
organizations.” 
RESPONSE: Standard TL6 (now TL3) is specifically related to the 
provision of relevant, high-quality career technical education and 
advanced professional studies and are required by the Carl B. Perkins 
Act. The proposed change modifies the intent of the indicator. No 
change has been made to the rule because of these comments. 

COMMENT #133: The department received one (1) comment 
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requesting Standard TL6 (now TL3), Indicator E, be modified to 
read, “The school system ensures the appropriate CTSO is affiliated 
with the state and national organizations” as school systems cannot 
require student participation in a CTSO. 
RESPONSE: The standard does not require that school systems com-
pel student participation in CTSOs. No change has been made to the 
rule as a result of this comment. 

Intra- and Interpersonal Skills (TL7 now TL4) 
COMMENT #134: The department received one (1) comment not 
related to or not requesting a change to Standard TL7 (now TL4), or 
any other provision of this rule. 
RESPONSE: No change has been made to the rule because of this 
comment. 

COMMENT #135: The department received one (1) comment 
requesting Standard TL7 (now TL4) be modified to read, “The 
school system incorporates developmentally appropriate social and 
emotional skills within its curriculum.” 
RESPONSE: The Missouri Learning Standards have social emotion-
al learning embedded in the content. No change has been made to the 
rule because of this comment.  

COMMENT #136: The department received one (1) request to add 
three additional indicators to Standard TL7 (now TL4) related to 
self- and social-awareness and decision-making skills. 
RESPONSE: The Missouri Learning Standards and the Missouri 
Comprehensive School Counseling Program have self- and social-
awareness embedded in the content. No change has been made to the 
rule because of this comment.  

COMMENT #137: The department received one (1) comment for 
Standard TL7 (now TL4), all indicators requesting clarification that 
“ensuring that there are opportunities” does not mean that a school 
system would be “judged on HOW MANY students participate.” 
RESPONSE: Standard TL7 (now TL4) addresses the availability of 
opportunities for students. No change has been made to the rule 
because of this comment. 

COMMENT #138: The department received one (1) comment 
requesting Standard TL7 (now TL4), Indicator A, be removed 
because it was not measurable. 
RESPONSE: Standard TL7 (now TL4) will be measured for contin-
uous improvement purposes based on the associated indicators. No 
change has been made to the rule because of this comment.  

COMMENT #139: The department received one (1) comment 
requesting Standard TL7 (now TL4), Indicator B, be removed based 
on the commenters proposed reorganization of the Standards and 
Indicators. 
RESPONSE: The department declines to reorganize the standards as 
suggested. No change has been made to the rule because of this com-
ment. 

COMMENT #140: The department received one (1) comment for 
Standard TL7 (now TL4), Indicator B, requesting CTSO be replaced 
with student organizations. 
RESPONSE: Standard TL7 (now TL4), Indicator B, provides for 
students to be part of one or more co-curricular, extracurricular, 
leadership opportunities, and CTSOs. This standard provides the nec-
essary flexibility being requested in this comment. No change has 
been made to the rule because of this comment. 

COMMENT #141: The department received four (4) comments 
requesting Standard TL7 (now TL4), Indicator B, be modified to 
read, “The school system ensures opportunities for students to be 
part of one or more co-curricular, extracurricular, or leadership 
opportunities and student organizations.” 

RESPONSE: The proposed modification to Standard TL7 (now 
TL4), Indicator B, changes the intent of the standard. No change has 
been made to the rule because of these comments. 

COMMENT #142: The department received one (1) comment 
requesting that Standard TL7 (now TL4), Indicator C, be removed 
based on the commenters proposed reorganization of the Standards 
and Indicators. 
RESPONSE: Standard TL7 (now TL4) and its indicators are aligned 
with the department’s strategic priorities of safe and healthy schools. 
No change has been made to the rule because of this comment. 

COMMENT#143: The department received one (1) comment 
requesting Standard TL7 (now TL4), Indicator C, be modified to 
read, “The school system ensures that social emotional skills aligned 
with the Missouri Early Learning Standards, the Missouri Learning 
Standards and the Missouri Comprehensive School Counseling 
Program are integrated into the teaching process.” 
RESPONSE AND EXPLANATION OF CHANGE: The inclusion 
of the Missouri Early Learning Standards is consistent with the 
board’s legislative priorities and the work of the Preschool 
Development Grant in collaboration of the department, Missouri 
Department of Social Services, Missouri Department of Mental 
Health, Missouri Department of Health and Senior Services, and the 
Head Start State Collaborative. Standard TL7 (now TL4), Indicator 
C, will be modified to read, “The school system ensures that social-
emotional skills aligned with the Missouri Early Learning Standards, 
the Missouri Learning Standards, and the Missouri Comprehensive 
School Counseling Program are integrated into the teaching 
process.” 
Teacher/Leader Standards (TL8 now TL5) 

COMMENT #144: The department received three (3) comments not 
related to or not requesting a change to Standard TL8 (now TL5), or 
any other provision of this rule. 
RESPONSE: No change has been made to the rule as a result of 
these comments. 

COMMENT #145: The department received one (1) comment 
requesting Standard TL8 (now TL5), Indicator A, be modified for 
clarity to read, “The school system uses professional educator stan-
dards when making decision on employing, evaluating and retaining 
instructional staff and administrators.” 
RESPONSE AND EXPLANATION OF CHANGE: The department 
will make the proposed change to provide additional clarity. Standard 
TL8 (now TL5), Indicator A, will read, “The school system uses 
professional educator standards when making decisions on employ-
ing, evaluating, and retaining instructional staff and administrators.” 

COMMENT #146: The department received one (1) comment 
requesting Standard TL8 (now TL5), Indicator B, be modified to 
include administrators to read, “The school system implements an 
educator evaluation process aligned to the Essential Principles of 
Effective Evaluation for all instructional staff and administrators.” 
RESPONSE AND EXPLANATION OF CHANGE: The department 
agrees that administrators should be included in the evaluation 
process. Standard TL8 (now TL5), Indicator B, be will be modified 
to read, “The school system implements an educator evaluation 
process aligned to the Essential Principles of Effective Evaluation for 
all instructional staff and administrators.” 

COMMENT #147: The department received one (1) comment 
requesting Standard TL8 (now TL5), Indicator C, be modified so 
that professional development opportunities extend to all educators. 
The proposed change would read “School system and building-level 
leaders provide leadership development opportunities for all educa-
tors.” 
RESPONSE AND EXPLANATION OF CHANGE: Professional 
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learning opportunities are critical to the continuous improvement 
process. The department will modify Standard TL8 (now TL5), 
Indicator C, to read, “School system and building-level leaders pro-
vide leadership development opportunities for all educators.” 

COMMENT #148: The department received one (1) comment sup-
porting the language of Standard TL8 (now TL5), Indicator C, which 
reads, “School building leaders provide opportunities for teacher 
leadership to qualified staff in all curricular areas.” 
RESPONSE: The department is appreciative of individuals who vol-
unteered their time to review the proposed regulation and voice their 
support. No change has been made to the rule because of this com-
ment. 

COMMENT #149: The department received five (5) comments 
requesting Standard TL8 (now TL5), Indicator D, be modified to 
read, “The school system provides an effective induction and men-
toring process for all instructional staff and administrators.” 
RESPONSE AND EXPLANATION OF CHANGE: The department 
agrees to make this modification to be more inclusive by changing it 
to read, “The school system provides an effective induction and men-
toring process for all instructional staff and administrators.” 

Effective Instructional Practices (TL9 now TL6) 
COMMENT #150: The department received one (1) comment not 
related to Standard TL9 (now TL6). 
RESPONSE: No change has been made to the rule because of this 
comment. 

COMMENT #151: The department received one (1) comment for 
Standard TL9 (now TL6) indicating that literacy instruction should 
be provided in all grades and across all content areas. 
RESPONSE: The department provides guidance and resources for 
literacy instruction at all grade levels. No change has been made to 
the rule because of this comment. 

COMMENT #152: The department received one (1) comment 
requesting the removal of Standard TL9 (now TL6), Indicator A, 
based on the proposed reorganization of the Standards and Indicators. 
RESPONSE: The department declines to reorganize the standards as 
suggested. No change has been made to the rule because of this com-
ment. 

COMMENT #153: The department received one (1) comment 
requesting the removal of Standard TL9, Indicator C, based on the 
proposed reorganization of the Standards and Indicators (now TL6). 
RESPONSE: The department declines to reorganize the standards as 
suggested. No change has been made to the rule because of this com-
ment. 

COMMENT #154: The department received three (3) comments for 
Standard TL9 (now TL6) requesting an additional indictor be added 
requiring building leaders and instructional staff design collaborative, 
cross-curricular learning opportunities for students. 
RESPONSE: As written, Standard TL9 (now TL6), Indicator C, pro-
vides districts with the flexibility to design cross-curricular learning 
opportunities for students. No change has been made to the rule as a 
result of these comments. 

Comprehensive School Counseling Program (TL13 now TL10) 
COMMENT #155: The department received two hundred seventy-
five (275) comments supporting the ratio for school counselors in 
Standard TL13 (now TL10) as it reflects current research and current 
best practice guidelines issued by the American School Counselor 
Association. 
RESPONSE: The department is appreciative of individuals who vol-
unteered their time to review the proposed regulation and voice their 
support. No change has been made to the rule because of these com-

ments. 

COMMENT #156: The department received ninety seven (97) com-
ments supporting the ratio for school counselors in Standard TL13 
(now TL10) as well as Standard TL13, Indicator G, which addresses 
the need to use an evaluation system for school counselors which is 
based on school counselor standards and indicators. 
RESPONSE: The department is appreciative of individuals who vol-
unteered their time to review the proposed regulation and voice their 
support. No change has been made to the rule because of these com-
ments. 

Multi-Tiered System of Support (TL10 now TL7) 
COMMENT #157: The department received one (1) comment for 
Standard TL10 (now TL7) which indicated it was too far reaching 
and parents bear prime authority for their children. 
RESPONSE: The standard does not remove parental authority. It 
addresses student need. No change has been made to the rule because 
of this comment. 
 
COMMENT #158: The department received two (2) comments indi-
cating additional funds would be necessary to conduct the work 
required by Standard TL10 (now TL7) in the domain of Multi-Tiered 
System of Support. 
RESPONSE: The implementation of a Multi-Tiered System of 
Support is not an additional program, but is rather about the process-
es and procedures a school system uses to address student needs. No 
change has been made to the rule because of these comments. 

COMMENT #159: The department received one (1) comment 
requesting Standard TL10 (now TL7), Indicator D, be modified to 
read, “The school system uses targeted student and program data to 
monitor, evaluate and inform decision-making to identify and imple-
ment successful learning and behavior supports.” 
RESPONSE: The inclusion of program data may obscure the focus 
on individual student progress. No change has been made to the rule 
because of these comments. 

COMMENT #160: The department received six (6) comments 
requesting that Standard TL10 (now TL7), Indicator D, be modified 
to read, “The school system uses on-going evidence-based progress 
monitoring tools, assessments, and data collection to monitor, evalu-
ate, and inform decision-making to identify and implement success-
ful learning and behavioral supports.” 
RESPONSE: The assessments should be brief, reliable, and provide 
quantifiable data. The primary function is to provide an indication of 
student progress toward a general outcome. No change has been 
made to the rule because of these comments. 

COMMENT #161: The department received one (1) comment 
requesting the removal of Standard TL10 (now TL7), Indicator F, as 
there are no commonly accepted and proven standards for social-
emotional learning, culturally responsive teaching or trauma 
informed practices. Additionally, the commenter indicated that it was 
an improper burden to place on school systems. 
RESPONSE: For many students, these issues must be addressed in 
order for students to learn effectively. No change has been made to 
the rule because of this comment. 

Professional Learning (TL11 now TL8) 
COMMENT #162: The department received one (1) comment 
requesting Standard TL11 (now TL8) be modified to read, 
“Professional learning activities support effective administrative and 
instructional practices in the school system.” 
RESPONSE: The department declines to make this modification 
because it changes the intent of the standard. No change has been 
made to the rule because of this comment. 
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COMMENT #163: The department received one (1) comment for 
Standard TL11 (now TL8), requesting that school systems should be 
held accountable for a certain percentage of professional develop-
ment being provided specifically in the content area being taught. 
RESPONSE: Section 160.530, RSMo, governs the allocation of 
funds to the local professional development committee. The profes-
sional development committee determines how those funds are 
expended. No change has been made to the rule as a result of this 
comment. 

COMMENT #164: The department received one (1) comment 
requesting Standard TL11 (now TL8), Indicator A, be modified for 
clarity to read, “The school system provides ongoing professional 
learning opportunities for all instructional staff and administrators 
focused on evidence-based instructional practice, professional growth 
goals and student achievement goals.” 
RESPONSE: The proposed modification changes the intent of the 
standard. No change has been made to the rule because of this com-
ment. 

COMMENT #165: The department received one (1) comment 
requesting Standard TL11 (now TL8), Indicator B, be removed as it 
is duplicative of Indicator A. 
RESPONSE: The department declines to make this change. Indicator 
A, addresses the professional learning activities of instructional staff, 
while Indicator B addresses the professional learning of each staff 
member. No change has been made to this rule because of this com-
ment. 

COMMENT #166: The department received six (6) comments 
requesting Standard TL11 (now TL8), Indicator A, be modified to 
read, “The school system ensures all instructional staff participate in 
scheduled, on-going, job-embedded, and content appropriate profes-
sional learning focused on evidence-based academic and social-emo-
tional/behavioral/mental health intervention and instructional prac-
tices, staff growth goals, and student performance goals outlined in 
the CSIP.” 
RESPONSE: Social-emotional/behavioral/mental health intervention 
is addressed in Standard TL10 (now TL7) related to the Multi-Tiered 
System of Support. No change has been made to the rule because of 
these comments. 

COMMENT #167: The department received one (1) comment sup-
porting the use of “all instructional staff” in Standard TL11 (now 
TL8), Indicator A. 
RESPONSE: The department is appreciative of individuals who vol-
unteered their time to review the proposed regulation and voice their 
support. No change has been made to the rule because of this 
 comment. 

COMMENT #168: The department received one (1) comment not 
related to or not requesting a change to Standard TL11, Indicator B, 
or any other provision of this rule. 
RESPONSE: No change has been made to the rule because of this 
comment. 

COMMENT #169: The department received one (1) comment sup-
porting the use of “each staff member” in Standard TL11 (now 
TL8), Indicator B. 
RESPONSE: The department is appreciative of individuals who vol-
unteered their time to review the proposed regulation and voice their 
support. No change has been made to the rule because of this com-
ment. 

Use of Technology to Improve Instruction (TL12 now TL9) 
COMMENT #170: The department received one (1) comment for 
Standard TL12 (now TL9) requesting the addition of a privacy and 
technology use plan and the creation of a district chief privacy offi-

cer. 
RESPONSE: Standard L10 addresses the need for a cyber/privacy 
plan using nationally accepted Standards. The employment of a chief 
privacy officer is at the discretion of the school system. No change 
has been made to the rule because of this comment. 

COMMENT #171: The department received one (1) comment 
requesting Standard TL12 (now TL9) and all of its supporting indi-
cators be rolled into a single standard that reads, “The school district 
uses a variety of technological and non-technological within the 
teaching and learning program.” 
RESPONSE: The proposed modification to Standard TL12 (now 
TL9) changes the intent of the standard. No change has been made 
to the rule because of this comment. 

COMMENT #172: The department received one (1) comment not 
related to or not requesting a change to Standard TL12 (now TL9), 
or any other provision of this rule. 
RESPONSE: No change has been made to the rule because of this 
comment. 

COMMENT #173: The department received one (1) comment 
requesting Standard TL12 (now TL9) be modified to read, “The 
school system provides technological resources to support effective 
instruction and improve student learning.” 
RESPONSE: The department declines to make this change. The pro-
vision of resources is addressed when saying that technology “effec-
tively supports teaching and learning.” No change has been made to 
the rule because of this comment. 

COMMENT #174: The department received one (1) comment sup-
porting the use of “all instructional staff” in Standard TL12 (now 
TL9), Indicator B. 
RESPONSE: The department is appreciative of individuals who vol-
unteered their time to review the proposed regulation and voice their 
support. No change has been made to the rule because of this com-
ment. 

COMMENT #175: The department received one (1) comment 
requesting Standard TL12 (now TL9), Indicator B, be modified to 
read, “The school system provides access to current technologies, 
digital resources and ongoing professional learning for all instruc-
tional staff and administrators.” 
RESPONSE AND EXPLANATION OF CHANGE: The department 
will agree to modify Standard TL12 (now TL9), Indicator B, to read, 
“The school system provides access to current technologies, digital 
resources, and ongoing professional learning for all instructional 
staff.” 

COMMENT #176: The department received one (1) comment 
requesting Standard TL12 (now TL9), Indicator C, be modified to 
read, “The school system provides access to virtual learning experi-
ences, programs and courses that are aligned to the school system’s 
curriculum.” 
RESPONSE AND EXPLANATION OF CHANGE: The department 
will agree to a partial modification of Indicator C, to read, “The 
school system provides access to virtual learning experiences, pro-
grams, and courses.” 

COMMENT #177: The department received one (1) comment 
requesting Standard TL12 (now TL9), Indicator D, be modified to 
read, “The school system uses a system of data collection and eval-
uation to conduct a program review on the effectiveness of technol-
ogy in supporting instruction and student learning.” 
RESPONSE: The proposed change does not provide additional clar-
ity to the indicator. No change has been made to the rule because of 
this comment. 
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Comprehensive School Counseling Program (TL13 now TL10) 
COMMENT #178: The department received two (2) comments not 
related to Standard TL13 (now TL10). 
RESPONSE: No change has been made to the rule because of these 
comments. 

COMMENT #179: The department received one (1) comment for 
Standard TL13 (now TL10) requesting that outside contracted sup-
port services be applied to the total number of counseling positions 
when determining whether the recommendation has been met. 
RESPONSE: Contracted services may be an effective way for school 
systems to meet student need. This is a best practice standard, and 
school systems may consider contracting to address student needs. 
No change has been made to the rule because of this comment. 

COMMENT #180: The department received two (2) comments 
requesting that the recommended counselor-student ratios included in 
Standard TL13 (now TL10) include social workers in the FTE count. 
RESPONSE: This is a best practice standard. School systems may 
use social workers for the provision of services to students but are not 
to be included in the FTE count in Standard TL13 (now TL10). No 
change has been made to the rule because of these comments. 

COMMENT #181: The department received one (1) comment 
requesting the table in Standard TL13 (now TL10) for school coun-
selor-student ratios be modified to use a symbol other than an aster-
isk as that symbol indicates whether or not the standard will be mea-
sured for continuous improvement. 
RESPONSE AND EXPLANATION OF CHANGE: The department 
agrees to make this change for clarity and will use the + symbol. 

COMMENT #182: The department received one (1) comment indi-
cating Standard TL13 (now TL10) does not include a recommended 
use of school counselor time. 
RESPONSE: The recommended responsibilities for school coun-
selors are outlined in the Missouri Comprehensive School 
Counseling Program manual available on the department’s website. 
No change has been made to the rule because of this comment. 

COMMENT #183: The department received one (1) comment 
requesting the MSIP 6 Standards and Indicators include recommend-
ed student enrollment/provider ratio recommendations for school 
psychologists, school social workers and school nurses. 
RESPONSE: Standard TL13 (now TL10), Indicator F, allows dis-
tricts to provide the services of school psychologists, school social 
workers, and school nurses based on local context and need. No 
change has been made to the rule because of this comment. 

COMMENT #184: The department received four (4) comments indi-
cating the proposed changes to TL13 (now TL10) related to school 
counselor ratios are an unfunded mandate. 
RESPONSE: The changes to the school counselor-student ratio are 
based on research that indicates that additional social-emotional sup-
ports are necessary in many schools. As indicated in the proposed 
rule, this standard will not be included in the classification of school 
districts. No change has been made to the rule because of these com-
ments. 

COMMENT #185: The department received one (1) comment for 
Standard TL13 (now TL10), Indicator A, indicating that requiring 
school systems to fully implement the Missouri Comprehensive 
School Counseling Program framework is an unfunded mandate. 
RESPONSE: Because this is a best practice standard, it will not be 
included in the classification of school districts. No change has been 
made to the rule because of this comment. 

COMMENT #186: The department received one (1) comment for 
Standard TL13 (now TL10), Indicators B and C, suggesting that both 

are related to the development and review of the ICAP. 
RESPONSE: Standard TL13, Indicators B and C, deal with different 
components of review and development. Indicator B is specifically 
about the building leader ensuring the process is occurring. Indicator 
C is about all appropriate individuals, including parents and 
guardians, participating in the process. No change has been made to 
the rule because of this comment. 

COMMENT #187: The department received one (1) comment for 
Standard TL13 (now TL10), Indicator C, requesting that it be com-
bined with Indicator B. 
RESPONSE: Please see the response to Comment #186. No change 
has been made to the rule because of this comment. 

COMMENT #188: The department received one (1) comment for 
Standard TL13 (now TL10), Indicator D, requesting it be modified 
to read, “Each student has equitable access to responsive services 
and resources to assist them in addressing issues and concerns that 
may affect their academic, career and social-emotional needs.” 
RESPONSE AND EXPLANATION OF CHANGE: The department 
agrees to make this change based on the provision of services and 
each student’s level of need.  Standard TL13 (now TL10), Indicator 
D, will be modified to read, “Each student has equitable access to 
responsive services and resources to assist them in addressing issues 
and concerns that may affect their academic, career and social-emo-
tional needs.” 

COMMENT #189: The department received one (1) comment for 
Standard TL13 (now TL10), Indicator F, requesting a grammatical 
correction be made to read, “The school system provides student 
support in the form of school counseling and additional supports such 
as social workers, nurses, and therapists based on local context and 
student need.” 
RESPONSE AND EXPLANATION OF CHANGE: The department 
agrees to make this change. Standard TL13 (now TL10), Indicator F, 
will be revised to read as reflected in Comment #177. 

COMMENT #190: The department received nine (9) comments 
requesting Standard TL13 (now TL10), Indicator F, be modified to 
include school psychologists as an additional support. 
RESPONSE AND EXPLANATION OF CHANGE: The addition of 
school psychologists to this indicator provides school systems with 
additional flexibility to provide services to their students. The depart-
ment agrees with these comments and will modify Standard TL13 
(now TL10), Indicator F, to read, “The school system provides stu-
dent support in the form of school counseling and additional supports 
such as school psychologists, social workers, nurses, and therapists, 
based on local context and student need.” 

COMMENT #191: The department received one (1) comment 
requesting Standard TL13 (now TL10), Indicator G, be removed. 
RESPONSE: The department declines to make this change. 
Information about the evaluation of the school counselor can be locat-
ed on the department’s website in the Educator Growth Toolbox. No 
change has been made to the rule because of this comment. 

COMMENT #192: The department received one (1) comment 
requesting the school counseling ratios in Standard TL13 (now TL10) 
be combined with Standard L9. 
RESPONSE: Combining Standard TL13 (now TL10) and Standard 
TL9 changes the intent of both standards. No change has been made 
to the rule because of this comment. 

Library Media Services (TL14 now TL11) 
COMMENT #193: The department received one (1) comment sup-
porting the retention of the library staffing ratios in Standard TL14 
(now TL11). 
RESPONSE: The department is appreciative of individuals who vol-
unteered their time to review the proposed regulation and voice their 
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support. No change has been made to the rule because of this com-
ment. 

COMMENT #194: The department received one (1) comment for 
Standard TL14 (now TL11) requesting the Library Staffing Ratios be 
combined with Standard L9. 
RESPONSE: Combining Standard TL14 (now TL11) and Standard 
L9 changes the intent of both standards. No change has been made 
to the rule because of this comment. 

COMMENT #195: The department received one (1) comment 
requesting Standard TL14 (now TL11) be modified to read, “The 
school system provides high-quality library media resources that 
effectively serve the learners and educators.” 
RESPONSE AND EXPLANATION OF CHANGE: The department 
will make this modification. Standard TL14 (now TL11) will be 
modified to read, “The school system provides high-quality library 
media resources that effectively serve learners and educators.” 

COMMENT #196: The department received forty-five (45) com-
ments requesting Standard TL14 (now TL11), be modified to reflect 
the recommendations in the Exemplary Library Program. 
RESPONSE: The Exemplary Library Recognition Program is 
designed to recognize exemplary programs rather than establish min-
imum standards. No change has been made to the rule because of 
these comments. 

COMMENT #197: The department received one (1) comment not 
related to or not requesting a change to Standard TL14 (now TL11), 
or any other provision of this rule.  
RESPONSE: No change has been made to the rule because of this 
comment. 

COMMENT #198: The department received one (1) comment 
requesting Standard TL14 (now TL11), Indicator B, be modified to 
read, “Library media staff collaborate with instructional staff to inte-
grate library media resources into the instructional program.” 
RESPONSE AND EXPLANATION OF CHANGE: The department 
agrees to the proposed change. Standard TL14 (now TL11), 
Indicator B, will be modified to read, “Library media staff collabo-
rate with instructional staff to integrate library media resources into 
the instructional program.” 

COMMENT #199: The department received one (1) comment 
requesting Standard TL14 (now TL11), Indicator C, be modified to 
read, “The school system develops and maintains a diverse collection 
of digital, informational, and reading resources appropriate to the 
curriculum, learners and instructional practices and programs.” 
RESPONSE AND EXPLANATION OF CHANGE: The department 
agrees to the proposed change. Standard TL14 (now TL11), 
Indicator C, will be modified to read, “The school system develops 
and maintains a diverse collection of digital, informational, and read-
ing resources appropriate to the curriculum, learners, and instruc-
tional practices and programs.” 

Class Size and Assigned Enrollments (TL15 now TL12) 
COMMENT #200: The department received eight (8) comments 
requesting lower student-teacher ratios in Standard TL15 (now 
TL12). 
RESPONSE: Because this is a best practice standard, it will not be 
included in the standards measured for continuous improvement. No 
change has been made to the rule because of these comments.  

COMMENT #201: The department received one (1) comment 
requesting Standard TL15 (now TL12) be deleted and included in 
Standard L9 to convey the message to teachers that they are held in 
the same regard as assistant/associate superintendents and principals. 
RESPONSE: Combining Standard TL15 (now TL12) and Standard 

L9 changes the intent of both standards. No change has been made 
to the rule because of this comment. 

COMMENT #202: The department received one (1) comment indi-
cating local school systems funding their own early childhood pro-
grams should be allowed to establish class size for Pre-K programs 
unless funding is provided by the state to meet the proposed guide-
lines in standard TL15 (now TL12). 
RESPONSE: Because this is a best practice standard, it will not be 
included in the standards measured for continuous improvement. No 
change has been made to the rule because of this comment. 

COMMENT #203: The department received one (1) comment for 
Standard TL15 (now TL12), Indicator A (regarding class size and 
enrollments), requesting the language be clarified so it is clear the 
teacher must hold a valid Missouri teaching certificate. 
RESPONSE AND EXPLANATION OF CHANGE: Standard TL15 
(now TL12), Indicator A, will be modified to read, “The school sys-
tem ensures that PK class sizes meet the requirements of 5 CSR 20-
100.320 Prekindergarten Program Standards.” 

COMMENT #204: The department received one (1) comment for 
Standard TL15 (now TL12), Indicator A, requesting class size for 
PK programs not exceed 15 students. 
RESPONSE: Research from the National Association for the 
Education of Young Children indicates that the maximum class size 
for preschool age children should be 20. No change has been made 
to the rule because of this comment. 

COMMENT #205: The department received six (6) comments indi-
cating that the certification requirements for PK paraprofessionals 
should not be included in Standard TL15 (now TL12), Indicator A, 
and that they should be included in certification rules or the language 
should be clarified. 
RESPONSE AND EXPLANATION OF CHANGE: Current certifi-
cation rules do not include certification requirements for PK parapro-
fessionals or teacher aides. However, 5 CSR 20-100.320 
Prekindergarten Program Standards outlines these requirements. The 
department will modify TL15 (now TL12), Indicator A, to read, 
“The school system ensures that PK class sizes meet the require-
ments of 5 CSR 20-100.320 Prekindergarten Program Standards.” 

COMMENT #206: The department has received five thousand two 
hundred nineteen (5,219) comments requesting Standard TL15 (now 
TL12), Indicator D, be revised to include self-directed plan time of 
a minimum of two hundred-fifty (250) minutes per week. Three hun-
dred and thirty nine (339) comments requested that professional staff 
engaged in instruction be included in the planning time guidelines. 
RESPONSE AND EXPLANATION OF CHANGE: The department 
agrees to modify Standard TL15 (now TL12), Indicator D, to read, 
“Adequate self-directed planning time, at least 250 minutes per week, 
is provided to certificated and licensed educators who provide 
instruction to students on a full-time basis (prorated as appropriate). 
Plan time is based on local context and is aligned to best practice 
guidelines.” 

COMMENT #207: The department has received two hundred thirty 
two (232) comments requesting Standard TL15 (now TL12), 
Indicator D, be revised to include self-directed plan time of three 
hundred (300) minutes per week. Two hundred thirty (230) of two 
hundred thirty-two (232) comments requesting that this include plan-
ning librarians and guidance counselors in the planning time require-
ment. 
RESPONSE: No change has been made to the rule because of these 
comments. Please see comment #206 for additional information. 

Collaborative Culture and Climate (CC) 
Safe, Orderly and Caring Environment (CC1) 
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COMMENT #208: The department received one (1) comment 
requesting that Standard CC1 be modified for clarity to read, “The 
school system provides a caring and safe environment that supports 
teaching, learning and student success.” 
RESPONSE AND EXPLANATION OF CHANGE: For clarity, the 
department will modify Standard CC1 to read, “The school system 
provides a safe and caring environment that supports teaching, learn-
ing, and student success.” 

COMMENT #209: The department received one (1) comment for 
Standard CC1, Indicator B, requesting that it be modified to include 
the behavior of adults when distributing the code of conduct. 
RESPONSE: Adult behavior is part of local board policy and is avail-
able publicly on the school system’s website. No change has been 
made to this rule because of this comment. 

COMMENT #210: The department received one (1) comment for 
Standard CC1, Indicator C, requesting the standard and indicator be 
revised to read, “The school system consistently and equitably 
enforces the written student and adult behavioral standards and con-
sequences, including school related activities occurring on or off 
school property.” 
RESPONSE: The proposed change modifies the intent of the stan-
dard. No change has been made to the rule because of this comment. 

COMMENT #211: The department received one (1) comment for 
Standard CC1, Indicator D, requesting it be moved based on a 
request for reorganization of the Standards and Indicators. 
RESPONSE: The department declines to reorganize this standard. 
No change has been made to the rule because of this comment. 

COMMENT #212: The department received one (1) comment for 
Standard CC1, Indicator E, requesting it be modified to read, “The 
school system provides training on and enforces effective practices on 
violence prevention, including bullying and harassment, for student 
and staff.” 
RESPONSE AND EXPLANATION OF CHANGE: The department 
agrees to change Standard CC1, Indicator E, to read, “The school 
system provides training on and ensures the implementation of effec-
tive practices on violence prevention, including bullying and harass-
ment, for each student and staff member.” 

Culture of High Academic and Behavioral Expectations (CC2) 
COMMENT #213: The department received two (2) comments for 
Standard CC2, all indicators, asking how they would be measured. 
RESPONSE: A collaborative climate and culture survey is currently 
under development for use with this and other standards. No change 
has been made to the rule because of these comments. 

COMMENT #214: The department received one (1) comment 
requesting Standard CC2 as well as Indicators A and B, be removed 
because the focus on a culture of learning, high academic, and behav-
ioral standards are addressed throughout the Standards and 
Indicators. 
RESPONSE: The department declines to make this change because 
the Standard and associated Indicators specifically addresses a school 
systems climate and culture. No change has been made to the rule 
because of this comment. 

COMMENT #215: The department received one (1) comment 
requesting Standard CC2, Indicator C, be moved to Standard CC1 
which addresses a safe, orderly, and caring environment. 
RESPONSE: The department declines to reorganize the Standards 
and Indicators as this standard is distinctly different from Standard 
CC1. No change has been made to the rule because of this comment. 

Collaborative Partnerships (CC3) 
COMMENT #216: The department received one (1) comment 

requesting Standard CC3 be modified to read, “The school system 
creates and maintains effective collaborative relationships and part-
nerships that support student and educator success.” 
RESPONSE: The proposed modification changes the intent of the 
Standard. No change has been made to the rule because of this com-
ment. 

COMMENT #217: The department received one (1) comment in 
support of broadening Standard CC3, Indicator A, to include non-
profit charitable organizations and cultural organizations as it 
strengthens ties with the local community and provides more choices 
for students. 
RESPONSE: The department is appreciative of individuals who vol-
unteered their time to review the proposed regulation and voice their 
support. No change has been made to the rule because of this com-
ment. 

COMMENT #218: The department received one (1) comment 
requesting Standard CC3, Indicator A, be modified to read, “The 
school system develops reciprocal partnerships with postsecondary 
institutions, businesses, industry, commercial entities, non-profit 
organizations, and cultural organizations that are effective in support-
ing student and teacher success.” 
RESPONSE AND EXPLANATION OF CHANGE: The department 
will agree to make a modification to this Standard and Indicator for 
clarification; however, some of the proposed modifications change 
the intent of the Standard. Revised Standard CC3, Indicator A, will 
be modified to read, “The school system develops reciprocal partner-
ships with postsecondary institutions, businesses, industry, charitable 
organizations, non-profit organizations, cultural organizations, and 
commercial entities for the benefit of students and educators.” 

COMMENT #219: The department received one (1) comment 
requesting the addition of Standard CC3, Indicator C, to read, “The 
school system and building leaders develop and implement a system-
atic process to analyze the effectiveness of all partnerships and rela-
tionships in support of student and educator success.” 
RESPONSE: Standard L7 addresses the issues of evaluating pro-
grams, practices, and procedures. No change has been made to the 
rule because of this comment. 

Parent/Guardian Involvement (CC4) 
COMMENT #220: The department received one (1) comment not 
related to or not requesting a change to Standard CC4, or any other 
provision of this rule. 
RESPONSE: No change has been made to the rule because of this 
comment. 

COMMENT #221: The department received one (1) comment 
requesting Standard CC4 be modified to read, “The school system 
intentionally engages with parents/guardians to create effective part-
nerships that support the development and achievement of their stu-
dents.” 
RESPONSE AND EXPLANATION OF CHANGE: The department 
agrees to modify the standard to read, “The school system intention-
ally engages parents/guardians to create effective partnerships that 
support the development and achievement of their students.” 

COMMENT #222: The department received one (1) comment 
requesting the addition of a new indicator to Standard CC4 to read, 
“Each school building implements processes and strategies to create 
a welcoming environment for all families.” 
RESPONSE AND EXPLANATION OF CHANGE: The department 
agrees to make this change.  
Indicator D will be added to Standard CC4 and will read, “Each 
school building implements processes and strategies to create a wel-
coming environment for all families.” 
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COMMENT #223: The department received one (1) comment 
requesting Standard CC4, Indicator A, be modified to read, “The 
school system provides regular opportunities and strategies to engage 
families in the educational process.”  
RESPONSE: Additional clarity is not provided by modifying the 
Standard and Indicator as suggested. No change has been made to the 
rule because of this comment. 

COMMENT #224: The department received one (1) comment 
requesting Standard CC4, Indicator B, be modified to read, “The 
school system provides education activities for parents/guardians as 
required by the Early Childhood Development Act (ECDA).” 
RESPONSE: Additional clarity is not provided by modifying the 
Standard and Indicator as suggested. No change has been made to the 
rule because of this comment. 

COMMENT #225: The department received one (1) comment 
requesting that Standard CC4, Indicator C, be modified to read, 
“The school system actively cooperates with other agencies, par-
ents/guardians, and community groups (e.g., parent teacher organi-
zations) to provide information related to child development and par-
enting skills.” 
RESPONSE: The department encourages school systems to provide 
evidence-based and promising practices. However, these decisions 
should be made at the local level. No change has been made to the 
rule because of this comment. 

Equity of Educational Experiences (CC5 now EA4) 
COMMENT #226: The department received five (5) comments 
requesting Standard CC5 (now EA4), Indicator A and B, be modi-
fied to include “in all content areas.”  
RESPONSE AND EXPLANATION OF CHANGE: For consistency, 
the department agrees to the proposed changes in Indicator A. 
Standard CC5 (now EA4), Indicator A, will be modified to read, 
“The school system ensures each student, particularly low-income 
and minority students, has equitable access to qualified, experienced, 
and effective teachers, learning experiences, academic, social sup-
ports, and other resources necessary for success in all content areas.” 
The department declines to make the modification to Indicator B 
because it changes the intent of the standard. 

COMMENT #227: The department received one (1) comment 
requesting Standard CC5 (now EA4), Indicator B, be moved to 
Standard L4 placing responsibility on the governance team for equity 
of access to programs and opportunities. 
RESPONSE: The proposed modification of the Standard changes its 
intent. No change has been made to the rule because of this com-
ment. 

Data-Based Decision Making (DB) 
Data Submission (DB1) 
COMMENT #228: The department received one (1) comment 
requesting that Standard DB1 be moved and create a new Standard 
11. 
RESPONSE: The department declines to reorganize the Standards 
and Indicators as suggested. No change has been made to the rule 
because of this comment.  

Continuous and Innovative Improvement (DB2) 
COMMENT #229: The department received one (1) comment for 
Standard DB2 requesting it be modified to read, “The school system 
implements structures and process to create a culture of climate and 
continuous improvement.” 
RESPONSE: The proposed modification changes the intent of the 
original standard. No change has been made to the rule because of 
this comment. 

COMMENT #230: The department received one (1) comment 

requesting Standard DB2, Indicator C, be modified to read, “The 
school system and building leaders develop and implement a system-
atic process to analyze the effectiveness of all programs and ser-
vices.” 
RESPONSE: The proposed modification to the standard would 
change the intent from the use of feedback to formal program evalu-
ation which is included in Standard L7. No change has been made to 
the rule because of this comment. 

Climate and Culture Data (DB3) 
COMMENT #231: The department received two (2) comments not 
related to or not requesting a change to DB3, or any other provision 
of this rule. 
RESPONSE: No change has been made to the rule because of these 
comments. 

COMMENT #232: The department received one (1) comment 
requesting Standard DB3 be modified to read, “The school system 
implements a systematic process for continual improvement of school 
culture and climate.” 
RESPONSE: The proposed modification changes the intent of the 
standard. No change has been made to the rule because of this com-
ment. 

COMMENT #233: The department received one (1) comment 
requesting an additional indicator for Standard DB3 to read, “The 
school system annually collects and analyzes data on school climate 
and culture from all stakeholder groups, including students and edu-
cators.” 
RESPONSE: The department declines to make this change because 
the collection of data from all stakeholders is addressed in the stan-
dard. No change has been made to the rule because of this comment. 

COMMENT #234: The department received one (1) comment ask-
ing whether the climate and culture survey would be provided as it 
had been in previous versions of MSIP. 
RESPONSE: Districts and charter schools will have access to a 
Collaborative Climate and Culture survey for MSIP 6. No change 
has been made to the rule because of this comment. 

COMMENT #235: The department received one (1) comment 
requesting the removal of Standard DB3, Indicator B.  
RESPONSE: The department believes that student voice is an impor-
tant component in analyzing culture and climate data. No change has 
been made to the rule because of this comment. 

COMMENT #236: The department received one (1) comment 
requesting Standard DB3, Indicator C, be modified to read, “The 
school system analyzes culture and climate data to develop and revise 
system-wide process, programs and procedures that support a posi-
tive school climate and culture.” 
RESPONSE: The proposed modification does not provide additional 
clarity. No change has been made to the rule because of this com-
ment. 

COMMENT #237: The department received one (1) comment 
requesting Standard DB3, Indicator D, be modified to read, “The 
school system provides school culture and climate data and reports to 
all stakeholders, including students and educators.” 
RESPONSE: The proposed modification does not provide additional 
clarity to the indicator. No change has been made to the rule because 
of this comment. 

Collaborative Teams (DB4) 
COMMENT #238: The department received one (1) comment in 
support of “inclusive of all educators” in Standard DB4 and request-
ing that all indicators be modified to include the same language. 
RESPONSE: The department is appreciative of individuals who vol-
unteered their time to review the proposed regulation and voice their 
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support. No change has been made to the rule because of this com-
ment. 

COMMENT #239: The department received one (1) comment not 
related to or not requesting a change to Standard DB4, or any other 
provision of this rule.  
RESPONSE: No change has been made to the rule because of this 
comment. 

COMMENT #240: The department received three (3) comments for 
Standard DB4, Indicator C, requesting it be modified to read, 
“Educator teams collaboratively analyze student data, from all cur-
riculum areas, to provide appropriate interventions for students’ 
instructional and behavior needs.” 
RESPONSE: Every school setting is different, but when appropriate, 
any or all of these educators should be actively engaged in educator 
teams. No change has been made to the rule because of these com-
ments. 

COMMENT #241: The department received two (2) comments for 
Standard DB4, Indicator F, requesting the indicator be modified to 
read, “Educator teams design lessons collaboratively using cross-
curricular or integrated learning whenever practical.” 
RESPONSE: The department does not prescribe how lesson plans 
and content are developed in school systems. No change has been 
made to the rule because of these comments. 

COMMENT #242: The department received two (2) comments 
requesting Standard DB4, Indicator I, be modified to read, 
“Educator teams foster positive classroom learning environments.”  
RESPONSE: The standard encourages the collective work of teach-
ers and administrators and focuses on building positive classroom 
environments together. No change has been made to the rule because 
of these comments. 

COMMENT #243: The department received one (1) comment for 
Standard DB4, Indicator H, requesting the indicator be modified to 
read, “Educator teams develop curriculum collaboratively using 
cross-curricular or integrated learning whenever practical.” 
RESPONSE: The department does not prescribe how curriculum is 
developed in school systems. No change has been made to the rule 
because of this comment. 

Alignment of Standards, Curriculum and Assessment (AS) 
Viable Curriculum Aligned to Missouri Learning Standards (AS1) 
COMMENT #244: The department received three (3) comments not 
related to or not requesting a change to Standard AS1, or any other 
provision of this rule. 
RESPONSE: No change has been made to the rule because of these 
comments. 

COMMENT #245: The department received one (1) comment 
requesting Standard AS1, Indicator B, be revised for clarity to read, 
“Building leaders and instructional staff ensure that instruction and 
assessment practices are aligned to the school system’s approved cur-
riculum. 
RESPONSE: The modification does not provide additional clarity to 
the indicator. No change has been made to the rule because of this 
comment. 

COMMENT #246: The department received one (1) comment 
requesting Standard AS1, Indicator C, be revised to place the focus 
on a systematic process for curriculum review and evaluation. The 
proposed indicator would read, “The school system develops and 
implements a systematic plan for the evaluation of curriculum for all 
content areas that is inclusive of a variety of stakeholders, including 
educators across grade spans.” 
RESPONSE: The proposed modification to the indicator changes the 

intent of the standard. No change has been made to the rule because 
of this comment. 

COMMENT #247: The department received one (1) comment 
requesting that Standard AS1, Indicator D, be removed from the 
standards and indicators based on the proposed revision in comment 
#246.  
RESPONSE: The proposed modification changes the intent of the 
standard. No change has been made to the rule because of this com-
ment. 

COMMENT #248: The department received one (1) comment 
requesting Standard AS1, Indicator E, be modified so that the indi-
cator applies to all students, including gifted students. 
RESPONSE: Gifted Students are already included in this indicator. 
No change has been made to the rule because of this comment.  

COMMENT #249: The department received one (1) comment 
requesting the addition of Indicator G, for Standard AS1 to read, 
“The school system’s curriculum, courses and academic opportuni-
ties provides each student with challenging and equitable learning 
opportunities.” 
RESPONSE: Standard CC5, Indicator A, includes this language. No 
change has been made to the rule because of this comment. 

Assessments Aligned to the Missouri Learning Standards (AS2) 
COMMENT #250: The department received one (1) comment not 
related to or not requesting a change to for Standard AS2, or any 
other provision of this rule. 
RESPONSE: No change has been made to the rule because of this 
comment. 

COMMENT #251: The department received one (1) comment 
requesting Standard AS2 be moved to Effective Teaching and 
Learning based on the proposed reorganization of the standards. 
RESPONSE: The department declines to reorganize the standards as 
suggested. No change has been made to the rule because of this com-
ment. 

COMMENT #252: The department received two (2) comments for 
Standard AS2 indicating students are tested too frequently. 
RESPONSE: Current information indicates that required state 
assessments take less than one percent of total instructional time for 
students tested. No change has been made to the rule because of this 
comment. 

COMMENT #253: The department received one (1) requesting 
Standard AS2, Indicator B, be modified to include only formal 
assessments. 
RESPONSE: The proposed modification to Standard AS2, Indicator 
B, changes the intent. No change has been made to the rule because 
of this comment. 

COMMENT #254: The department received one (1) comment 
requesting Standard AS2, Indicator B, be modified because it 
appears that “identified student groups” only applies to the super 
subgroup. 
RESPONSE: The proposed modification does not provide additional 
clarity. Identified student groups refers to all traditional student 
groups including gender, race/ethnicity, students with disabilities, 
etc. No change has been made to the rule because of this comment. 

COMMENT #255: The department received one (1) comment 
requesting Standard AS2, Indicator E, be modified as revisions to 
curriculum should be completed at the school system level. 
RESPONSE AND EXPLANATION OF CHANGE: The department 
is in agreement that curriculum revisions should be completed at the 
system level. Standard AS2, Indicator E, will be modified to read, 
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“Adjustments to curriculum, instruction, and intervention strategies 
are made based on interim, formative, and summative assessment 
data and other student work.” 

COMMENT #256: The department received one (1) comment indi-
cating Standard AS2, Indicator H, is broad and overreaching.  
RESPONSE: 5 CSR 20-200.210(4), regarding Student Assessment, 
requires local district assessment plans to include methods to assess 
student progress on those standards which are not assessed by the 
Missouri Assessment Program. No change has been made to the rule 
because of this comment. 

COMMENT #257: The department received two (2) comments in 
support of Standard AS2, Indicator H. 
RESPONSE: The department is appreciative of individuals who vol-
unteered their time to review the proposed regulation and voice their 
support. No change has been made to the rule because of these com-
ments. 

COMMENT #258: The department received one (1) comment 
requesting additional information be provided for Standard AS2, 
Indicator H, in terms of “reliable local assessments for standards not 
currently assessed on the MAP.” 
RESPONSE: 5 CSR 20-200.210(4), regarding Student Assessment, 
requires local district assessment plans to include methods to assess 
student progress on those standards not assessed by the Missouri 
Assessment Program. No change has been made to the rule because 
of this comment. 

5 CSR 20-100.125 Missouri School Improvement Program 6  

(1) The following definitions will be used in administering this rule: 
(A) Academic Success: Academic Success is defined as a compi-

lation of Standards TL1 –Success-Ready Students, EA1 – Academic 
Achievement which lead to success in the next grade level or chapter 
in a student’s life; 

(B) Educational Equity: Educational equity exists when there is an 
intentional focus on learning outcomes and the allocation of 
resources ensure that each student is purposefully engaged and is 
provided rigorous instruction, meaningful supports, and relevant edu-
cational experiences; 

(C) School System: School system includes a local board and a 
school district or charter school. Standards used for measurement in 
each type of system have been noted in Appendix A; 

(D) Students: Students include all children age 3-21 who are 
enrolled in the school system; 

(E) Student Groups: Identified student groups refers to all tradi-
tional student groups including: Asian/Pacific Islander, black, 
Hispanic, American Indian, white, multi-racial, students with dis-
abilities, English language learners, and low-income students. Other 
demographic groups may be developed for reporting; and 

(F) Well-being: Well-being includes the physical (safety, environ-
mental), social-emotional, and intellectual needs of students.  

(2) Pursuant to section 161.092, RSMo, this rule is to be effective 
two (2) years from the date of adoption of the proposed rule by the 
State Board of Education (board). The Missouri School Improvement 
Program (MSIP) 6 Standards and Indicators, Appendix A, included 
herein, is comprised of quantitative and qualitative standards for 
school districts and charter schools.  

(3) School district and charter school performance will be reviewed 
annually by the Department of Elementary and Secondary Education 
(department) in accordance with this rule, including the standards, 
using the appropriate scoring guide, forms, and procedures outlined 
by the department. Review of these data will guide the department in 
determining school districts in need of improvement, in determining 
the appropriate level of intervention necessary for significant and 
sustained improvement in student achievement, and in evaluating 

charter sponsors. Decisions will be made using multiple years of 
data. 

(4) The board will assign school district classification designations of 
unaccredited, provisionally accredited, accredited, and accredited 
with distinction. 

(5) Districts identified through MSIP as needing improvement must 
submit a continuous school improvement plan for approval by the 
department. 

(6) A classification designation based on the standards of MSIP will 
remain in effect until the board approves another classification des-
ignation. The board may consider changing a district’s classification 
designation upon its determination that the district has  — 

(A) Failed to implement any required school improvement plan at 
an acceptable level;  

(B) Demonstrated significant change in student performance over 
multiple years;  

(C) Employed a superintendent or chief executive officer without 
a valid Missouri superintendent’s certificate in a K-12 school district, 
or employed a superintendent or chief executive officer without a 
valid Missouri superintendent’s or elementary principal’s certificate 
in a K-8 school district;  

(D) Experienced significant change in the scope or effectiveness of 
the programs, services, or financial integrity upon which the original 
classification designation was based; and/or  

(E) Failed to comply with a statutory requirement. 

(7) A local board of education (local board) that is dissatisfied with 
the classification designation assigned by the board shall request 
reconsideration within sixty (60) calendar days of notice received of 
the original classification. The request for reconsideration shall be 
submitted to the commissioner of education and state the specific 
basis for reconsideration, including any errors of fact to support 
reconsideration. Review by the board shall be scheduled within sixty 
(60) calendar days of receipt of the request for reconsideration and 
shall be based upon the materials submitted with the original classi-
fication, the request for reconsideration, and any materials offered by 
the commissioner of education or requested by the board. 

Department of Elementary and Secondary Education – MSIP 6  
Standards and Indicators  

Appendix A 
_______________________________________________________ 

Leadership (L) 

School Board Leadership 
*L1—The local board and superintendent/chief executive offi-

cer engage in ongoing professional learning and self-evaluation in 
order to strengthen governance practices.  

A. The local board ensures that the district is guided by a 
vision, mission, and limited number of focused goals, all of which 
are the basis for the district’s continuous improvement process. 

B. Local board members complete all legally required board 
training within the mandated timeframe. 

C. The local board and the superintendent/chief executive offi-
cer engage in professional learning designed to improve governance 
practices. 

D. The local board and the superintendent/chief executive offi-
cer regularly evaluate governance team strengths and opportunities 
for improvement. 

Ethics  
L2—The local board and administration conduct school system 

business in an ethical, legal, and transparent manner. 
A. The local board adopts and administration enforces all poli-

cies related to legal and professional ethics for all employees.  
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B. The local board adopts and adheres to its policy on legal and 
professional ethics for school board members.  

C. The local board and administration conduct business in com-
pliance with the Missouri Open Meetings and Records Act. 

D. The superintendent/chief executive officer ensures that indi-
vidual requests from local board members are considered by the local 
board as a whole. 

Continuous School Improvement 
*L3—The local board adopts, monitors, and annually reviews 

the implementation and outcomes of the Continuous School 
Improvement Plan (CSIP) that focuses on district performance 
and improvement.  

A. The CSIP, developed in meaningful collaboration with inter-
nal and external stakeholders, is the product of and based upon a 
data-based needs assessment. 

B. The local board ensures that the CSIP focuses on the acade-
mic preparation and well-being of each student. 

C. The CSIP contains: 
1. Clear statements of mission and vision; 
2. Limited number of focused goals and objectives; 
3. Evidence-based action steps and strategies; 
4. Timelines for implementation and monitoring;  
5. Persons responsible for implementation and monitoring; 
6. Funding sources; and  
7. Any other information needed to implement the plan. 

D. The local board regularly monitors the implementation and 
outcomes of the CSIP. 

E. The CSIP guides the development and implementation of 
other plans (Building Improvement Plan, Professional Development 
Plan, Facilities Plan, etc.). 

Operations and Resource Management  
L4—The school system manages school operations and 

resources to promote each student’s academic success and well-
being in accordance with priorities established in the CSIP.  

A. The school system deliberately allocates both fiscal and 
non-fiscal resources to align with CSIP priorities and matters of equi-
ty.  

B. The local board and administration regularly and system-
atically engage in long-range financial, facilities, and infrastructure 
planning. 

C. The budget is developed through a transparent process that 
complies with law and is approved by the local board. 

D. The local board establishes budget parameters, including 
minimum fund balances, to guide budget development.  

E. The local board and administration follow sound financial 
practices and follow all laws and regulations regarding audits, bids, 
contracts, and purchases. 

School Board Policy  
L5—The local board establishes and implements policies that 

provide a framework within which the school system operates and 
ensures legal compliance.  

A. The local board and administration have a systematic process 
for establishing, adopting, and revising policies so that they are clear, 
current, and legally compliant. 

B. The local board, administration, and staff implement and 
enforce policy when conducting school system business.  

C. The local board approves documents and reports as required 
by policy and law. 

D. The school system’s policies and handbooks are posted on 
the system’s website or are otherwise available to the community. 

Superintendent Roles, Responsibilities, and Evaluation 
L6—The local board(s) employs and evaluates the job perfor-

mance of an appropriately certificated superintendent/chief exec-
utive officer to manage school system operations. 

A. The local board(s) delegates operational decisions to the 

superintendent/chief executive officer and administration. 
B. The local board(s) conducts a performance-based superinten-

dent/chief executive officer evaluation process based upon clear, 
written, and measurable targets that are aligned with professional 
educator leader standards and school system performance measures. 

C. The superintendent/chief executive officer’s evaluation 
process is implemented in accordance with the Essential Principles 
of Effective Evaluation and 5 CSR 20-400.375. 

D. The local board(s) establishes and follows a clear timeline for 
the superintendent/chief executive officer’s evaluation process, con-
tract decisions, and salary determination. 

Personnel and Program Evaluation  
L7—The local board and administration ensure the use of an 

effective evaluation process for all employees and a systematic 
program evaluation process for the school system’s programs, 
practices, and procedures for the attainment of the vision, mis-
sion, and goals. 

A. The local board and administration consistently use data to 
make decisions. 

B. The local board and administration ensure the implementa-
tion of performance-based evaluations that are aligned to 5 CSR 20-
400.375 for certificated staff and to appropriate job descriptions and 
duties for non-certificated staff.  

C. The local board ensures that personnel evaluations are com-
prehensive, performance-based, and aligned with state standards. 

D. The local board regularly reviews goals, objectives, and the 
effectiveness of all programs and services, which support the mission 
and vision of the district.  

E. The local board annually approves the Professional 
Development Plan and other plans as required by statute and local 
board policy.  

F. The local board approves the leadership development plan to 
ensure continuity for staff turnover and succession. 
 
Communication  

L8—The school system provides for two-way, reliable, and rep-
resentative communication with all stakeholders.  

A. The school system implements and annually reviews a com-
munications plan that outlines multiple methods for two-way, reliable 
communication with all stakeholders. 

B. The school system regularly communicates to all stakehold-
ers the progress in attainment of the systems mission, vision, and 
goals. 
 
Personnel  

L9—The local board and administration provide sufficient 
staffing of qualified and highly effective personnel to achieve the 
school system’s vision, mission, and goals. 

A. Administration manages personnel resources, both profes-
sional and support staff, to address each student’s learning needs. 

B. The school system maintains a system of recruitment and sup-
port to ensure a high-quality, student-centered staff. 

C. The local board employs sufficient additional administrators 
to provide for the leadership and management of the district. 
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School Safety 
L10—The school system actively addresses school safety and 

security in all facilities. 
A. The school system, in consultation with public safety offi-

cials and stakeholders, develops, implements, and reviews annually a 
comprehensive school emergency operations plan for the school sys-
tem and each school or site as applicable. 

1. The plan broadly addresses safety, crises, and emergency 
operations. 

2. The plan addresses prevention, preparation, operations, 
and follow-up. 

3. The plan includes consideration of supporting mental 
health needs of all involved in any crisis. 

B. Local board policy requires the school system to employ a 
designated safety coordinator who demonstrates knowledge of all 
federal, state, and local school violence and prevention programs and 
resources that are available to students, teachers, and district staff.  

C. The school system annually conducts a physical security site 
assessment at each facility, utilizing nationally accepted methodolo-
gy. 

D. The school system ensures emergency preparedness drills are 
performed in compliance with state statute and local ordinance. 

E. The school system implements a cyber/privacy security plan, 
utilizing nationally accepted standards. 

F. The school system ensures access to Missouri’s school vio-
lence anonymous reporting tip line. 

G. All school system staff participate in relevant school safety 
and violence prevention training. 

Effective Teaching and Learning (TL) 

Success-Ready Students  
**TL1—Students and identified student groups demonstrate 

on-track performance on multiple measures of success by meet-
ing or exceeding the state standard and/or demonstrating signif-
icant measurable improvement.  

A. Students demonstrate readiness for school entry in alignment 
with the Missouri Early Learning Standards. 

B. Beginning in elementary school, students demonstrate regu-
lar school attendance. 

C. Beginning in elementary school, students demonstrate on-
track performance through department designated measures of liter-
acy and numeracy. 

D. No later than eighth grade, students have developed 
Individual Career Academic Plans (ICAP) that are based on career 
exploration experiences. 

E. Beginning in middle school, students demonstrate collabora-
tion, leadership, and communication skills through participation in 
curricular, co-curricular, extra-curricular, community-based activi-
ties, or service learning. 

F. Students demonstrate work ethic and character. 

G. Beginning in high school, students demonstrate academic 
readiness by scoring proficient on at least two required End-of-
Course Assessments. 

H. Beginning in high school, students may demonstrate employ-
ability skills through participation in Career and Technical Student 
Organizations (CTSO) and/or a Seal of Biliteracy. 

I. Students in high school progress through academic work on a 
schedule appropriate to graduate. 

J. Beginning in high school, students demonstrate postsec-
ondary readiness through any of the following: 

1. A combination of a career readiness assessment score that 
meets the state standard combined with an Industry Recognized 
Credential (IRC) or Career and Technical Education Certificate 
(CTEC). 

2. A combination of a college readiness assessment and an 
IRC or CTEC. 

3. A combination of a college readiness assessment score that 
meets the state standard and advanced credit that meets the state stan-
dard. 

4. Successful completion of an advanced professional studies 
program, Registered Youth Apprenticeship, department-approved 
internship, or other department-approved work-connected experi-
ence. 

5. Participation in the Pre-Employment Transition Services 
Program through Vocational Rehabilitation. 

6. Confirmed postsecondary employment, college applica-
tion, other postsecondary training, or military commitment. 

7. Completion of early college or associates degree or the 
CORE 42. 

8. Completion of stackable credentials. 
9. Other department-approved work readiness measures. 

High-Quality Early Learning  
*TL2—The school system ensures the birth through prekinder-

garten population has access to high-quality early learning expe-
riences. 

A. The school system informs family and community members 
about the importance of early learning experiences. 

B. The school system provides the Parents as Teachers program 
for early learning experiences. 

C. The school system identifies well-rounded, developmentally-
appropriate preschool opportunities available to children.  

D. The school system measures the effectiveness of early learn-
ing experiences (e.g., self-assessments using Environmental Rating 
Scale, Classroom Assessment Scoring System, other department-
approved classroom environmental assessment, or Parents as 
Teachers National Center Quality Endorsement and Improvement 
Process). 

High-Quality Career Education  
*TL3—The school system is intentional in providing relevant, 

high-quality career technical education and/or advanced profes-
sional studies based on students’ ICAPs. 

A. The school system implements department-approved career 
technical education program(s) leading students to attain an industry-
recognized credential or CTEC, a postsecondary degree, or entry 
into the workplace with a skill set conducive toward career advance-
ment. 

B. The school system provides access to career-connected expe-
riences that include solving authentic problems, working in profes-
sional environments, and engaging in curriculum developed with 
industry professionals. 

C. The school system implements broadly-based elementary 
and middle school career awareness and exploration programs, which 
align with high school and career center curriculum.  

D. The school system ensures the career technical education 
program has a written curriculum for each course with a balance 
among classroom/laboratory instruction, leadership, professional 
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competency development, personal learning, and assessment of tech-
nical skill attainment. 

E. The school system ensures the appropriate CTSO is affiliated 
with the state and national organizations and is an intra-curricular 
element of the associated program. 

F. The school system uses a system of data collection and eval-
uation to provide the necessary information for program review and 
development. 

Intra- and Interpersonal Skills  
*TL4—The school system prepares students through the devel-

opment of essential intrapersonal and interpersonal skills. 
A. The school system ensures opportunities for students to 

develop initiative and engage in collaborative problem solving. 
B. The school system ensures opportunities for students to be 

part of one or more co-curricular, extracurricular, or leadership 
opportunities and CTSOs. 

C. The school system ensures that social-emotional skills 
aligned with the Missouri Early Learning Standards, the Missouri 
Learning Standards, and the Missouri Comprehensive School 
Counseling Program are integrated into the teaching process. 

Teacher/Leader Standards  
*TL5—The school system implements board-adopted 

teacher/leader standards to ensure effective instructional staff for 
each student. 

A. The school system uses professional educator standards 
when making decisions on employing, evaluating, and retaining 
instructional staff and administrators.  

B. The school system implements an educator evaluation process 
aligned to the Essential Principles of Effective Evaluation for all 
instructional staff and administrators.  

C. School system and building-level leaders provide leadership 
development opportunities for all educators. 

D. The school system provides an effective induction and men-
toring process for all instructional staff and administrators. 

Effective Instructional Practices  
*TL6—Evidence-based instructional practices are implement-

ed to ensure the success of each student. 
A. Students receive literacy instruction throughout all grades 

using a variety of evidence-based methods. 
B. Building leaders monitor and provide feedback on the use of 

effective evidence-based practices.  
C. Instructional staff design and use appropriate, meaningful, 

and rigorous learning tasks for each student.  

Multi-Tiered System of Support  
TL7—The school system provides a comprehensive multi-tiered 

system of support that addresses the academic, emotional, behav-
ioral, social, and physical needs of each student.  

A. The school system establishes learning and behavioral sup-
ports that are identified,  coordinated, and implemented with fidelity 
at the classroom, building, and system level. 

B. The school system monitors the implementation of these sup-
ports through observation, program evaluation, and data analysis. 

C. The school system implements a written process for the early 
identification of students’ needs and implements differentiated learn-
ing and behavioral supports for each student. 

D. The school system uses targeted student assessment and data 
collection to monitor, evaluate, and inform decision-making to iden-
tify and implement successful learning and behavioral supports. 

E. The school system collaborates with community partners to 
provide information and resources to students and parents/guardians 
to address barriers impacting student success.  

F. The school system implements methodologies to support 
social-emotional learning, culturally responsive teaching, and trau-
ma-informed practices based on student need. 

Professional Learning  
TL8—Professional learning activities support effective instruc-

tional practices in the school system. 
A. The school system ensures all instructional staff participate 

in scheduled, ongoing, job-embedded, and content-appropriate pro-
fessional learning focused on evidence-based instructional practices, 
staff growth goals, and student performance goals outlined in the 
CSIP. 

B. The school system provides time and resources for the pro-
fessional learning of each staff member. 

Use of Technology to Improve Instruction  
TL9—The school system ensures that technology effectively 

supports teaching and learning.  
A. The school system supports curricular and assessment needs 

by providing adequate technology infrastructure, connectivity, per-
sonnel, and digital resources. 

B. The school system provides access to current technologies, 
digital resources, and ongoing professional learning for all instruc-
tional staff. 

C. The school system provides access to virtual learning expe-
riences, programs, and courses. 

D. The school system evaluates the impact of information and 
communication technology on teaching and learning.  

Comprehensive School Counseling Program  
TL10—The school system provides school counseling services 

to support the career, academic, and social/emotional develop-
ment of all students.  

A.The school system ensures a system-wide school counseling 
program, consistent with the Missouri Comprehensive School 
Counseling Program framework, is fully implemented in every build-
ing. 

B. Beginning no later than 7th grade, building leaders ensure 
each student participates in an individual planning process designed 
to assist in a successful transition to postsecondary experiences (e.g. 
college, technical school, the military or the workforce, etc.).  

C. Individual Career and Academic Plans (ICAPs) are devel-
oped and annually reviewed for each student starting no later than 8th 
grade and continuing through 12th grade. 

D. Each student has equitable access to responsive services and 
resources to assist them in addressing issues and concerns that may 
affect their academic, career, and social-emotional needs. 

E. The school system monitors system supports as a crucial 
component in the full implementation of a comprehensive school 
counseling program.  

F. The school system provides student support in the form of 
school counseling and additional supports such as school psycholo-
gists, social workers, nurses, and therapists, based on local context 
and student need. 

G. The school system implements an evaluation system for 
school counselors that provides feedback based on school counselor 
standards and indicators. 
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Library Media Services  
TL11—The school system provides high-quality library media 

resources that effectively serve learners and educators. 
A. The school system establishes library media services that 

support, enhance, and enrich the curriculum. 
B. Library media staff collaborate with instructional staff to 

integrate library media resources into the instructional program. 
C. The school system develops and maintains a diverse collec-

tion of digital, informational, and reading resources appropriate to 
the curriculum, learners, and instructional practices and programs. 

Class Size and Assigned Enrollments  
TL12—The school system ensures class-sizes are consistent 

with grade-level and program standards. 
The school system ensures individual class enrollment is consistent 
with the following guidelines:  

A. The school system ensures that PK class sizes meet the 
requirements of 5 CSR 20-100.320 Prekindergarten Program 
Standards. 

B. The school system ensures full-time elementary special (e.g., 
art, music, physical education, computers, library, etc.) teachers 
serve no more than seven hundred fifty (750) students per week 
(duplicated count).  

C. The school system ensures that other alternative class size 
limits are met for the following exceptions: Student enrollment in a 
classroom may increase by as many as ten (10) students for any peri-
od that a paraprofessional assists the classroom teacher full-time, or 
by as many as five students when a paraprofessional assists the 
teacher half-time (paraprofessionals paid for with Title I and special 
education funds cannot be used to increase class size).  

1. Multi-grade classrooms will not exceed standards for the 
lowest grade enrolled. High schools can combine sections of the 
same subject in beginning and advanced levels (e.g., Spanish I and 
Spanish II or Spanish III and Spanish IV). Total combined enroll-
ment in such classes should not exceed twenty-five (25) students.  

2. Enrollment in performing arts and physical education 
classes may exceed regular class-size limits if adequate supervision 
and facilities are provided for safe and effective instruction.  

D. Adequate self-directed planning time, at least two hundred 
fifty (250) minutes per week, is provided to certificated and licensed 
educators who provide instruction to students on a full-time basis 
(prorated as appropriate). Plan time is based on local context and is 

aligned to best practice guidelines. 

Collaborative Climate and Culture (CC) 
Safe, Orderly, and Caring Environment  

CC1—The school system provides a safe and caring environ-
ment that supports teaching, learning, and student success.  

A. The school system implements trauma-informed methodolo-
gies, implements youth suicide awareness and prevention practices, 
and provides responsive services based on student need and local 
context. 

B. The school system provides staff, teachers, 
parents/guardians, and students access to the school system’s written 
code of conduct, which specifies unacceptable student behavior and 
consequences for that behavior.  

C. The school system’s code of conduct is equitably and consis-
tently enforced during any school related activity whether on or off 
school property. 

D. The school system promotes respect for individual differ-
ences (e.g., diversity training, diversity awareness, policies, and pro-
cedures).  

E. The school system provides training on and ensures the 
implementation effective practices on violence-prevention instruc-
tion, including information on preventing and responding to harass-
ment and bullying, for each student and staff member. 

Culture of High Academic and Behavioral Expectations  
*CC2—The school system establishes a culture focused on 

learning, characterized by high academic and behavioral expec-
tations for each student. 

A. Leadership develops a systematic process for establishing 
and maintaining a positive learning climate.  

B. Staff and students share in the responsibility for learning by 
being actively engaged in learning and demonstrating appropriate 
standards of behavior and attendance.  

C. The school system gathers and analyzes data on student vio-
lence, substance abuse, and bullying, and modifies programs and 
strategies to ensure safe and orderly schools. 

Collaborative Partnerships  
*CC3—The school system creates and maintains collaborative 

opportunities and relationships with school districts, business, 
industry, postsecondary institutions, and other entities to create 
or maintain well-rounded educational opportunities for students 
and educators.  

A. The school system develops reciprocal partnerships with 
postsecondary institutions, businesses, industry, charitable organiza-
tions, non-profit organizations, cultural organizations, and commer-
cial entities for the benefit of students and educators. 

B. The school system maintains strong collaborative relation-
ships with parent organizations, industry-based programs, stakehold-
ers, and other entities within the larger community to support stu-
dents and educators.  

Parent/Guardian Involvement  
*CC4—The school system intentionally engages 

parents/guardians to create effective partnerships that support 
the development and achievement of their students.  

A. The school system incorporates formal strategies that include 
parents/guardians in the educational process.  

B. The school system ensures parent/guardian education activi-
ties take place as required by the Early Childhood Development Act 
(ECDA).  

C. The school system actively cooperates with other agencies, 
parents/guardians, and community groups (e.g., parent teacher orga-
nizations) to provide information related to child development and/or 
parenting skills. 

D. Each school building implements processes and strategies to 
create a welcoming environment for all families. 
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Data-Based Decision Making (DB) 
 
Data Submission 

DB1—The school system submits data required by the depart-
ment in an accurate and timely manner. 

A. The school system ensures the annual tax rate calculation and 
forms are submitted in an accurate and timely manner. 

B. The school system meets the requirements for an independent 
audit and submits the audit to the department on time. 

C. The school system ensures the Annual Secretary of the Board 
Report is submitted in an accurate and timely manner. 

D. The school system ensures the underlying data used to gen-
erate accountability reports are accurate, and that corrections/appeals 
are submitted in a timely manner. 

E. The school system ensures that any other required data are 
submitted in an accurate and timely manner. 

Continuous and Innovative Improvement  
*DB2—School system and building leaders are intentional 

agents of continuous and innovative improvement to provide rel-
evant learning experiences that promote academic success so each 
student can meet the changing demands of the world around 
them. 

A. School system and building leaders use a variety of data 
(e.g., longitudinal, demographic, diagnostic, and perceptual) to sup-
port and inform system-wide decisions.  

B. School system and building leaders establish a cycle of con-
tinuous improvement that includes reflection, data collection, analy-
sis, planning, feedback, and evaluation. 

C. School system and building leaders use an intentional feed-
back system to improve and refine performance. 

D. School system and building leaders facilitate analysis of indi-
vidual student data to improve the instructional process and student 
growth. 

Climate and Culture Data  
*DB3—The school system gathers school climate and culture 

data from all stakeholder groups, analyzes and shares the results, 
and implements strategies for improvement.  

A. The school system uses evidence-based methods of collecting 
data (e.g., surveys, observational methods, and behavior reports) that 
recognize the range of factors which shape school culture and cli-
mate.  

B. The school system assures student voices are heard and 
respected.  

C. The school system establishes procedures for using culture 
and climate findings to develop and revise systemwide improvement 
goals and implementation strategies. 

D. The school system provides school culture and climate data 
and reports periodically to all stakeholders.  

Collaborative Teams 
*DB4—School-based collaborative educator teams, inclusive of 

all educators, are operational and focus on effective practices. 
A. Educator teams collaboratively develop common purposes 

and goals for improved student outcomes that embrace continuous 
school improvement. 

B. Educator teams effectively implement group processes in col-
laborative meetings. 

C. Educator teams collaboratively analyze student data to pro-
vide appropriate interventions for students’ instructional and behav-
ioral needs. 

D. Educator teams engage in data-informed decision-making. 
E. Educator teams act reflectively. 
F. Educator teams design lessons collaboratively. 
G. Educator teams examine student work and assessments. 
H. Educator teams develop curriculum collaboratively. 
I. Educator teams address positive classroom learning environ-

ments. 
 

Alignment of Standards, Curriculum, and Assessment (AS) 

Viable Curriculum Aligned to Missouri Learning Standards  
AS1—Instructional staff implement a comprehensive, rigorous, 

guaranteed, and viable curriculum for all instructional courses 
and programs aligned to the Missouri Learning Standards where 
applicable. 

A. The school system’s curriculum aligns externally to all 
Missouri Learning Standards and the English language development 
standards and internally between grade levels and courses. 

B. Building leaders and instructional staff ensure the written, 
taught, and assessed curriculum are aligned. 

C. The school system develops written procedures to ensure the 
written curriculum is implemented and is evaluated. Prekindergarten 
instructional staff are included when the program is offered by the 
system. 

D. The school system implements a systematic plan for develop-
ing and/or revising the curriculum for all content areas. 

E. The school system provides opportunities for each student to 
excel (e.g., gifted and/or enrichment, at-risk, special education, 
etc.).  

F. Educators provide learning opportunities that are aligned to 
the district curriculum and have clearly identified and communicated 
learning targets. 

Assessments Aligned to Missouri Learning Standards  
*AS2—The school system implements a comprehensive assess-

ment system including state required and locally selected assess-
ments. 

A. Instructional staff administer assessments required by the 
Missouri Assessment Program to measure academic performance for 
each student.  

B. The school system has a local board-approved comprehensive 
written student assessment plan that includes all assessments admin-
istered and the purposes for which the assessments are used. 

C. The school system regularly reviews performance data, for 
all students and disaggregated by student groups, to effectively mon-
itor student academic achievement.  

D. Instructional staff use disaggregated data to adjust instruc-
tion for identified student groups and has criteria for evaluating the 
effectiveness of these adjustments.  

E. Adjustments to curriculum, instruction, and intervention 
strategies are made based on interim, formative, and summative 
assessment data and other student work.  

F. Instructional staff ensure classroom assessments include the 
use of higher order thinking and problem-solving skills, as well as 
complex reasoning skills.  

G. Building leaders and instructional staff provide timely, 
descriptive, and constructive feedback from assessments to students 
and parents/guardians. 

H. The school system develops and conducts reliable local 
assessments for standards currently not assessed on the MAP. 

Equity and Access (EA) 
Academic Achievement  

**EA1—The school system administers assessments required 
by the Missouri Assessment Program (MAP) to measure academ-
ic achievement and demonstrates improvement in the perfor-
mance of its students over time. 

A. The performance of all students on each required assessment 
meets or exceeds the state standard and/or demonstrates the required 
growth or improvement.  

B. The performance of each student on each assessment and stu-
dents in identified student groups meets or exceeds the state standard 
and/or demonstrates the required growth or improvement. 

C. The percentage of students and identified groups of students 
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tested on each required MAP assessment meets or exceeds the state 
standard. 

Graduation Rate  
**EA2—The school system ensures all students successfully 

complete high school. 
A. All students and identified student groups complete an edu-

cational program, which meets the graduation requirements as estab-
lished by the local board and meets or exceeds the state standard 
and/or demonstrates the required improvement. 

Follow-Up Rate of Graduates  
**EA3—The school system prepares all students and identified 

groups of students for postsecondary success.   
A. All graduates and identified groups of graduates, who after 

graduation are successfully– 
1. enrolled in a college/university,   
2. enrolled in a trade/technical school (or program),   
3. employed, or 
4. in the military, and meet or exceed the state standard 

and/or demonstrate the required improvement. 
B. The school system analyzes five (5)-year follow-up data on 

their graduates and uses the results to inform– 
1. program evaluation, 
2. strategic planning, and 
3. other decision making. 

Equity of Educational Experiences  
EA4—The school system intentionally focuses on educational 

outcomes and the allocation of resources to ensure that each 
 student is purposefully engaged and is provided rigorous instruc-
tion, meaningful supports, and relevant educational experiences.  

A. The school system ensures each student, particularly low-
income and minority students, has equitable access to qualified, 
experienced, and effective teachers, learning experiences, academic 
and social supports, and other resources necessary for success in all 
content areas. 

B. The school system implements policies to address student 
misconduct in a positive, fair and unbiased manner.  

C. The school system initiates and promotes collaborative rela-
tionships with community partners, agencies, and institutions that 
promote open dialogue and respect for multiple perspectives.  

D. The school system monitors equity gaps between student 
groups (e.g., gifted and/or enrichment, at-risk, special education, 
etc.), applies strategies to reduce barriers between student groups, 
and implements strategies to address equity gaps between student 
groups. 

* Measured for continuous improvement report 
** Measured for student performance report 

 
 

Title 5—DEPARTMENT OF ELEMENTARY AND  
SECONDARY EDUCATION  

Division 20—Division of Learning Services  
Chapter 400—Office of Educator Quality  

ORDER OF RULEMAKING 

By the authority vested in the State Board of Education (board) under 
sections 161.092, 168.011, 168.071, 168.081, 168.400, 168.405, 
and 168.409, RSMo 2016, and section 168.021, RSMo Supp. 2019, 
the board rescinds a rule as follows:  

5 CSR 20-400.150 Application for Certificate of License to Teach 
is rescinded.  

A notice of proposed rulemaking containing the proposed rescission 

was published in the Missouri Register on December 2, 2019 (44 
MoReg 3023). No changes have been made in the proposed rescis-
sion, so it is not reprinted here. This proposed rescission becomes 
effective thirty (30) days after publication in the Code of State 
Regulations.  

SUMMARY OF COMMENTS: No comments were received.  
 
 

Title 11—DEPARTMENT OF PUBLIC SAFETY 
Division 45—Missouri Gaming Commission 

Chapter 40—Fantasy Sports Contests 

ORDER OF RULEMAKING 

By the authority vested in the Missouri Gaming Commission under 
section 313.955, RSMo Supp. 2019, the commission amends a rule 
as follows: 

11 CSR 45-40.010 Definitions is amended. 

A notice of proposed rulemaking containing the text of the proposed 
amendment was published in the Missouri Register on December 2, 
2019 (44 MoReg 3041). No changes have been made to the text of 
the proposed amendment, so it is not reprinted here. This proposed 
amendment becomes effective thirty (30) days after publication in the 
Code of State Regulations.  

SUMMARY OF COMMENTS: A public hearing was held on this 
proposed amendment on January 2, 2020. No one commented on 
this proposed amendment at the public hearing. One (1) written com-
ment was received from Sarah Koch, Director, Government Affairs 
of DraftKings, Inc. 

COMMENT: Regarding 11 CSR 45-40.010(6), DraftKings asked 
that the definition of “Key person” not be amended noting, “the 
adopted legislation does not contemplate amending this term. 
DraftfKings believes that the designation of ‘Key person’ should be 
limited to those that are critical to the licensed operator’s operation, 
as the definition as currently constructed contemplates.” 
RESPONSE: The proposed amendment is consistent with section 
313.935.2, RSMo, which allows an investigation of Fantasy Sports 
Contest Operator employees, and is not limited to those that are crit-
ical to the licensed operator’s operation. No changes were made as a 
result of this comment. 

 
 

Title 11—DEPARTMENT OF PUBLIC SAFETY 
Division 45—Missouri Gaming Commission 

Chapter 40—Fantasy Sports Contests 

ORDER OF RULEMAKING 

By the authority vested in the Missouri Gaming Commission under 
section 313.955, RSMo Supp. 2019, the commission amends a rule 
as follows: 

11 CSR 45-40.020 Application for Fantasy Sports Contest 
Operator License is amended. 

A notice of proposed rulemaking containing the text of the proposed 
amendment was published in the Missouri Register on December 2, 
2019 (44 MoReg 3041-3042). No changes have been made to the text 
of the proposed amendment, so it is not reprinted here. This pro-
posed amendment becomes effective thirty (30) days after publica-
tion in the Code of State Regulations.  

SUMMARY OF COMMENTS: A public hearing was held on this 
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proposed amendment on January 2, 2020. No one commented on this 
proposed amendment at the public hearing, and no written comments 
were received. 

 
 

Title 11—DEPARTMENT OF PUBLIC SAFETY 
Division 45—Missouri Gaming Commission 

Chapter 40—Fantasy Sports Contests 

ORDER OF RULEMAKING 

By the authority vested in the Missouri Gaming Commission under 
section 313.955, RSMo Supp. 2019, the commission amends a rule 
as follows: 

11 CSR 45-40.050 Operational Requirements for Fantasy Sports 
Contest Operators is amended. 

A notice of proposed rulemaking containing the text of the proposed 
amendment was published in the Missouri Register on December 2, 
2019 (44 MoReg 3042-3043). No changes have been made to the text 
of the proposed amendment, so it is not reprinted here. This pro-
posed amendment becomes effective thirty (30) days after publication 
in the Code of State Regulations.  

SUMMARY OF COMMENTS: A public hearing was held on this 
proposed amendment on January 2, 2020. No one commented on this 
proposed amendment at the public hearing, and no written comments 
were received. 

 
 

Title 11—DEPARTMENT OF PUBLIC SAFETY 
Division 45—Missouri Gaming Commission 

Chapter 40—Fantasy Sports Contests 

ORDER OF RULEMAKING 

By the authority vested in the Missouri Gaming Commission under 
section 313.955, RSMo Supp. 2019, the commission amends a rule 
as follows: 

11 CSR 45-40.060 is amended. 

A notice of proposed rulemaking containing the text of the proposed 
amendment was published in the Missouri Register on December 2, 
2019 (44 MoReg 3043-3044). The section with changes is reprinted 
here. This proposed amendment becomes effective thirty (30) days 
after publication in the Code of State Regulations.  

SUMMARY OF COMMENTS: A public hearing was held on this 
proposed amendment on January 2, 2020. No one commented on this 
proposed amendment at the public hearing. One (1) written comment 
was received from Sarah Koch, Director, Government Affairs of 
DraftKings, Inc. 

COMMENT:  DraftKings requested that modifications be made to 11 
CSR 45-40.060(1) to include statutory language “to conform the lan-
guage used in the regulations to that found in the adopted law” and 
which “provides the Commission the ability to approve alternative 
segregation methods should a licensed operator determine that some-
thing other than a special purpose entity is appropriate to protect 
Missouri resident funds.” 
RESPONSE AND EXPLANATION OF CHANGE: The commis-
sion concurs with the recommendations to include “properly consti-
tuted” and to add a reference to the commission’s ability to approve 
an alternate approach to segregating player funds. The commission 
determined that no additional changes were necessary. 

11 CSR 45-40.060 Segregated Account Requirements  

(1) The licensed operator shall maintain a properly constituted spe-
cial purpose entity approved by the commission to segregate player 
funds from operational funds as required by section 313.915, RSMo. 
If the commission approves in writing an alternate approach to seg-
regating player funds as authorized by section 313.915.5, RSMo the 
licensed operator shall comply with all terms and conditions of the 
written approval. 

 
 

Title 11—DEPARTMENT OF PUBLIC SAFETY 
Division 45—Missouri Gaming Commission 

Chapter 40—Fantasy Sports Contests 

ORDER OF RULEMAKING 

By the authority vested in the Missouri Gaming Commission under 
section 313.955, RSMo Supp. 2019, the commission amends a rule 
as follows: 

11 CSR 45-40.070 Operational Fees is amended. 

A notice of proposed rulemaking containing the text of the proposed 
amendment was published in the Missouri Register on December 2, 
2019 (44 MoReg 3044). No changes have been made to the text of 
the proposed amendment, so it is not reprinted here. This proposed 
amendment becomes effective thirty (30) days after publication in the 
Code of State Regulations.  

SUMMARY OF COMMENTS: A public hearing was held on this 
proposed amendment on January 2, 2020. No one commented on this 
proposed amendment at the public hearing, and no written comments 
were received. 

 
 

Title 11—DEPARTMENT OF PUBLIC SAFETY 
Division 45—Missouri Gaming Commission 

Chapter 40—Fantasy Sports Contests 

ORDER OF RULEMAKING 

By the authority vested in the Missouri Gaming Commission under 
section 313.955, RSMo Supp. 2019, the commission amends a rule 
as follows: 

11 CSR 45-40.090 Records and Record Retention is amended. 

A notice of proposed rulemaking containing the text of the proposed 
amendment was published in the Missouri Register on December 2, 
2019 (44 MoReg 3044-3045). No changes have been made to the text 
of the proposed amendment, so it is not reprinted here. This pro-
posed amendment becomes effective thirty (30) days after publication 
in the Code of State Regulations.  

SUMMARY OF COMMENTS: A public hearing was held on this 
proposed amendment on January 2, 2020. No one commented on this 
proposed amendment at the public hearing, and no written comments 
were received. 

 
 

Title 11—DEPARTMENT OF PUBLIC SAFETY 
Division 45—Missouri Gaming Commission 

Chapter 40—Fantasy Sports Contests 

ORDER OF RULEMAKING 

By the authority vested in the Missouri Gaming Commission under 
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section 313.955, RSMo Supp. 2019, the commission amends a rule 
as follows: 

11 CSR 45-40.100 Audits is amended. 

A notice of proposed rulemaking containing the text of the proposed 
amendment was published in the Missouri Register on December 2, 
2019 (44 MoReg 3045). No changes have been made to the text of 
the proposed amendment, so it is not reprinted here. This proposed 
amendment becomes effective thirty (30) days after publication in the 
Code of State Regulations.  

SUMMARY OF COMMENTS: A public hearing was held on this 
proposed amendment on January 2, 2020. No one commented on 
this proposed amendment at the public hearing. Three (3) written 
comments were received from Sarah Koch, Director, Government 
Affairs of DraftKings, Inc. 

COMMENT #1: Regarding 11 CSR 45-40.090(1)(B), DraftKings 
noted that audits will be performed in accordance with generally 
accepted accounting principles and requested “that the breakdown of 
information on state-specific data be removed from the proposed 
amended regulations as it is not something that is typically addressed 
in an annual financial audit. The requirement that this information be 
included in an annual audit deviates from the regulations adopted in 
other jurisdictions and will unnecessarily complicate the audit 
process for fantasy sports operators.” 
RESPONSE: The audit of the information included in the annual 
operation fee report is necessary to ensure compliance with section 
313.935, RSMo, which is required of the third party audit noted in 
section 313.940, RSMo. No changes were made in response to this 
comment. 

COMMENT #2: DraftKings requested establishing an audit due date 
in order to avoid any ambiguity as to when the audits are required to 
be submitted. DraftKings proposed “that fantasy sports contest oper-
ators be required to submit annual audits no later than the first day 
of the seventh month following the close of the licensed operator’s 
fiscal year.” 
RESPONSE: Section 313.940.1, RSMo, requires the audit to be sub-
mitted “by November 1st of the subsequent calendar year.” Statutory 
requirements cannot be waived by the Missouri Gaming 
Commission. No changes were made in response to this comment. 

COMMENT #3: DraftKings suggested building some flexibility into 
the timing of the submission of the financial audit in order to account 
for extenuating circumstances that may delay an audit. DraftKings 
suggested adding a new section that provides “the Commission the 
ability, in its discretion, to work with licensed operators when 
unforeseen circumstances arise.” 
RESPONSE: Section 313.940.1, RSMo requires the audit to be sub-
mitted “by November 1st of the subsequent calendar year.” Statutory 
requirements cannot be waived by the Missouri Gaming 
Commission. No changes were made in response to this comment. 

 
 

Title 13—DEPARTMENT OF SOCIAL SERVICES 
Division 70—MO HealthNet Division 

Chapter 3—Conditions of Provider Participation,  
Reimbursement, and Procedure of General Applicability 

ORDER OF RULEMAKING 

By the authority vested in the Department of Social Services, MO 
HealthNet Division, under sections 208.201 and 660.017, RSMo 
2016, the division amends a rule as follows: 

13 CSR 70-3.240 MO HealthNet Primary Care Health Homes  
is amended. 

A notice of proposed rulemaking containing the text of the proposed 
amendment was published in the Missouri Register on January 2, 
2020 (45 MoReg 36-39). No changes have been made in the text of 
the proposed amendment, so it is not reprinted here. This proposed 
amendment becomes effective thirty (30) days after publication in the 
Code of State Regulations. 

SUMMARY OF COMMENTS: No comments were received.  
 
 

Title 13—DEPARTMENT OF SOCIAL SERVICES 
Division 70—MO HealthNet Division 

Chapter 20—Pharmacy Program 

ORDER OF RULEMAKING 

By the authority vested in the Department of Social Services, MO 
HealthNet Division, under sections 208.153, 208.201, and 660.017, 
RSMo 2016, the division amends a rule as follows: 

13 CSR 70-20.310 Prospective Drug Use Review Process and 
Patient Counseling is amended. 

A notice of proposed rulemaking containing the text of the proposed 
amendment was published in the Missouri Register on January 2, 
2020 (45 MoReg 40-41). No changes have been made in the text of 
the proposed amendment, so it is not reprinted here. This proposed 
amendment becomes effective thirty (30) days after publication in the 
Code of State Regulations. 

SUMMARY OF COMMENTS: No comments were received. 
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Title 2—DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE 
Division 70—Plant Industries 

Chapter 25—Pesticides 
 

IN ADDITION 
 

NOTICE OF SUSPENSION OF RULE 

2 CSR 70-25.050 Review of Certification or License  

ACTION TAKEN: This NOTICE OF SUSPENSION OF RULE will 
allow the recertification date to be increased by one year for all valid 
certified commercial applicators, certified noncommercial applica-
tors, and certified public operators whose recertification expiration 
date occurs in February through August 2020. This suspension only 
pertains to section (2) of the rule 2 CSR 70-25.050.  

EMERGENCY STATEMENT: Pursuant to Executive Order (EO) 20-
04 dated March 18, 2020, the rule is suspended effective March 26, 
2020 until May 15, 2020.   

 
 

Title 2—DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE 
Division 90—Weights, Measures and Consumer  

Protection 
Chapter 10—Liquefied Petroleum Gases 

 
IN ADDITION 

 
NOTICE OF SUSPENSION OF RULE 

 
2 CSR 90-10.012 Registration—Training 
(5)(A) Every individual subject to the requirements of this section 
shall attend training at least once every three (3) years. 

ACTION TAKEN: The requirement to attend training at least once 
every three (3) years is temporarily suspended due to many training 
classes being cancelled. 

EMERGENCY STATEMENT: Pursuant to Executive Order (EO) 20-
04 dated March 18, 2020, the rule is suspended effective March 30, 
2020 until May 15, 2020. 

 
 

Title 2—DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE 
Division 90—Weights, Measures and Consumer  

Protection 
Chapter 30—Petroleum Inspection 

 
IN ADDITION 

 
NOTICE OF SUSPENSION OF RULE 

 
2 CSR 90-30.070 Unattended Self-Service Stations 

ACTION TAKEN: This NOTICE OF SUSPENSION OF RULE 2 CSR 
90-30.070 (7), and (9)(A)4) is necessary to reduce exposure and pro-
mote social distancing allowing more fueling locations to qualify as 
unattended service stations. These exemptions also pertain to sections 
9-5.3 and 9-5.7 NFPA 30A entitled “Automotive and Marine Service 

Station Code” 1996 Edition as incorporated by reference in 2 CSR 
90-30.070(1). 

EMERGENCY STATEMENT: Pursuant to Executive Order (EO) 20-
04 dated March 18, 2020, the rule is suspended effective March 27, 
2020 until May 15, 2020. 

 
 

Title 13—DEPARTMENT OF SOCIAL SERVICES 
Division 40—Family Support Division 

Chapter 13—Blind Pension 
 

IN ADDITION 
 

NOTICE OF SUSPENSION OF RULE 

13 CSR 40-13.015 Eligibility for Blind Pension   

ACTION TAKEN: This NOTICE OF SUSPENSION OF RULE 13 CSR 
40-13.015(8) and (9)(B) shall be suspended to preserve a partici-
pant’s eligibility for the Blind Pension program for the duration of the 
emergency and subsequent recovery period by suspending the dis-
qualifications of eligibility for the program, with the exception of the 
disqualification for intentional fraud in subsection (9)(A).  Only sec-
tions (8) and (9)(B) will be suspended of 13 CSR 40-13.015. 

EMERGENCY STATEMENT: Pursuant to Executive Order (EO) 20-
04 dated March 18, 2020, the rule is suspended effective March 25, 
2020 until May 15, 2020. 

 
 

Title 13—DEPARTMENT OF SOCIAL SERVICES 
Division 40—Family Support Division 

Chapter 13—Blind Pension 
 

IN ADDITION 
 

NOTICE OF SUSPENSION OF RULE 

13 CSR 40-13.020 Vision Re-examination  

ACTION TAKEN: This NOTICE OF SUSPENSION OF RULE 13 CSR 
40-13.020(9) is suspended to preserve a participant’s eligibility for 
the Blind Pension program for the duration of the emergency and sub-
sequent recovery period by suspending the conditions for the termi-
nation of coverage for active recipients.  Only section (9) of this rule 
will be suspended, for the purposes described in this paragraph. 

EMERGENCY STATEMENT: Pursuant to Executive Order (EO) 20-
04 dated March 18, 2020, the rule is suspended effective March 25, 
2020 until May 15, 2020. 

 
 

Title 13—DEPARTMENT OF SOCIAL SERVICES 
Division 65—Missouri Medicaid Audit and Compliance 

Chapter 2—Medicaid 

IN ADDITION 

NOTICE OF SUSPENSION OF RULE 

13 CSR 65-2.020 Provider Enrollment and Application  

ACTION TAKEN: This NOTICE OF SUSPENSION OF RULE 13 CSR 
65-2.020 (5), (9)(B), and (9)(F) is necessary in order for the 
Missouri Medicaid Audit and Compliance Unit (MMAC) to expedite 
the provider enrollment process to ensure that there are enrolled 
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providers to provide necessary healthcare services for MO  HealthNet 
participants during the COVID-19 pandemic. Only sections (5), 
(9)(B), and (9)(F) will be suspended of 13 CSR 65-2.020.  

EMERGENCY STATEMENT: Pursuant to Executive Order (EO) 20-
04 dated March 18, 2020, the rule is suspended effective March 19, 
2020 until May 15, 2020. 

 
 

Title 19—DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH AND SENIOR 
SERVICES 

Division 10—Office of the Director 
Chapter 3—General and Family Physician Loan and 

Training Programs 

IN ADDITION 
 

NOTICE OF SUSPENSION OF RULE 

19 CSR 10-3.010 Loan Program for Medical Students 

ACTION TAKEN: NOTICE OF SUSPENSION OF 19 CSR 10-
3.010(8)(A) 

19 CSR 10-3.010(8)(A) and Section 191.530 RSMo shall be suspended 
to the extent that they require the Department of Health and Senior 
Services to charge, and to the extent that they require the accrual of, 
interest on all loans made under the loan program for medical stu-
dents. 

EMERGENCY STATEMENT: Pursuant to Executive Order (EO) 20-
04 dated March 18, 2020, the rule and statute referenced in this 
notice are suspended effective March 25, 2020 until May 15, 2020.  

 
 

Title 19—DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH AND SENIOR 
SERVICES 

Division 10—Office of the Director 
Chapter 4—Coordinated Health Care Services  

IN ADDITION 
 

NOTICE OF SUSPENSION OF RULE 

19 CSR 10-4.010 Primary Care Resource Initiative for Missouri 
(PRIMO) Program 

ACTION TAKEN: NOTICE OF SUSPENSION OF 19 CSR 10-
4.010(2)(B).7 

19 CSR 10-4.010(2)(B).7 shall be suspended to the extent that it 
requires the Department of Health and Senior Services to charge 
interest on Primary Care Resource Initiative for Missouri (PRIMO) 
loans.  

EMERGENCY STATEMENT: Pursuant to Executive Order (EO) 20-
04 dated March 18, 2020, the rule and statute referenced in this 
notice are suspended effective March 25, 2020 until May 15, 2020.  

 
 

Title 19—DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH AND SENIOR 
SERVICES 

Division 10—Office of the Director 
Chapter 6—Professional and Practical Nursing Student 

Loans 

IN ADDITION 
 

NOTICE OF SUSPENSION OF RULE 

19 CSR 10-6.010 Nurse Loan and Nurse Loan Repayment 
Programs 

ACTION TAKEN: NOTICE OF SUSPENSION OF 19 CSR 10-
6.010(3)(A) 

19 CSR 10-6.010(3)(A) and Section 335.233 RSMo shall be suspend-
ed to the extent that they require that the Department of Health and 
Senior Services charge, and to the extent that they require the accrual 
of, interest on financial assistance made under the Professional and 
Practical Nursing Student Loan Program. In addition, section 
335.251 RSMo shall be waived to the extent that it entitles the 
Department of Health and Senior Services to recover interest on stu-
dent loan amounts that the Department is recovering under the 
Nursing Student Loan Repayment Program from borrowers who are 
in cash-repayment status. 

EMERGENCY STATEMENT: Pursuant to Executive Order (EO) 20-
04 dated March 18, 2020, the rule and statutes referenced in this 
notice are suspended effective March 25, 2020 until May 15, 2020.  

 
 

Title 19—DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH AND SENIOR 
SERVICES 

Division 20—Division of Community and Public Health 
Chapter 20—Communicable Diseases 

IN ADDITION 

NOTICE OF SUSPENSION OF RULE 

19 CSR 20-20.020 Reporting Infectious, Contagious, Communi-
cable, or Dangerous Diseases 

ACTION TAKEN: NOTICE OF SUSPENSION OF 19 CSR 20-
20.020(1), (6), and (8) 

19 CSR 20-20.020 (1), (6), and (8) shall be waived to the extent nec-
essary to have all positive and negative test results for COVID-19, be 
sent only to the Department of Health and Senior Services. This waiv-
er will remove the option for the reporter to send such result to either 
the local health authority or the Department of Health and Senior 
Services. 

EMERGENCY STATEMENT: Pursuant to Executive Order (EO) 20-
04 dated March 18, 2020, the rule is suspended effective March 23, 
2020 until May 15, 2020. 

 
 

Title 19—DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH AND SENIOR 
SERVICES 

Division 20—Division of Community and Public Health 
Chapter 20—Communicable Diseases 

 
IN ADDITION 

 
NOTICE OF SUSPENSION OF RULE 

19 CSR 20-20.020 Reporting Infectious, Contagious, Commun-
icable, or Dangerous Diseases 

ACTION TAKEN: NOTICE OF SUSPENSION OF 19 CSR 20-
20.020(10) 

19 CSR 20-20.020 (10) and Section 192.067, RSMo, shall be waived 
to the extent necessary for the Department of Health and Senior 
Services and local public health authorities to release the address 
where an individual is located, who is known to be under a public 
health authority order of quarantine or isolation, or request for self-
quarantine or self-isolation, to public safety agencies, including but 
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not limited to 911 dispatch centers, emergency medical services agen-
cies, law enforcement, and fire protection agencies. Such waiver 
shall not allow the release of the names of such individuals. Such 
waiver shall not allow the release of such information to any person 
or entity (and within the membership of such entity) beyond those 
strictly necessary to accomplish the purpose of this waiver, which is 
to protect the health of public safety officers and persons subject to 
such public health orders and requests. This waiver shall not be con-
strued to make any location information released under this waiver a 
“public record” under Chapter 610, commonly referred to as 
“Missouri’s Sunshine Law”. The Department of Health and Senior 
Services shall work with local public health authorities to provide 
such information in an easily accessible format. 

EMERGENCY STATEMENT: Pursuant to Executive Order (EO) 20-
04 dated March 18, 2020, the rule and statute referenced in this 
notice is suspended effective March 26, 2020 until May 15, 2020. 

 
 

Title 19—DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH AND SENIOR 
SERVICES 

Division 20—Division of Community and Public Health 
Chapter 20—Communicable Diseases 

IN ADDITION 

NOTICE OF SUSPENSION OF RULE 

19 CSR 20-20.040 Measures to Determine the Prevalence and 
Prevent the Spread of Diseases which are Infectious, Contagious, 
Communicable, or Dangerous in their Nature 

ACTION TAKEN: NOTICE OF SUSPENSION OF 19 CSR 20-
20.040. 

19 CSR 20-20.040 shall be waived to the extent necessary to remove 
the authority of a local health authority from closing or restricting 
the operations of a business which is a part of the food supply, 
whether that be agricultural production, manufacturing, distribution, 
or sale of food. This waiver shall not limit the authority of a local 
health authority from closing or restricting the operations of a retail 
food establishment. 

EMERGENCY STATEMENT: Pursuant to Executive Order (EO) 20-
04 dated March 18, 2020, the rule is suspended effective March 24, 
2020 until May 15, 2020.   

 
 

Title 19—DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH AND SENIOR 
SERVICES 

Division 20—Division of Community and Public Health 
Chapter 20—Communicable Diseases 

 
IN ADDITION 

 
NOTICE OF SUSPENSION OF RULE 

19 CSR 20-20.050 Quarantine or Isolation Practices and Closing 
of Schools and Places of Public and Private Assembly 

ACTION TAKEN: NOTICE OF SUSPENSION OF 19 CSR 20-
20.050. 

19 CSR 20-20.050 shall be waived to the extent necessary to remove 
the authority of a local health authority from closing or restricting 
the operations of a business which is a part of the food supply, 
whether that be agricultural production, manufacturing, distribution, 
or sale of food. This waiver shall not limit the authority of a local 
health authority from closing or restricting the operations of a retail 
food establishment. 

EMERGENCY STATEMENT: Pursuant to Executive Order (EO) 20-
04 dated March 18, 2020, the rule is suspended effective March 24, 
2020 until May 15, 2020.   

 
 

Title 19—DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH AND SENIOR 
SERVICES 

Division 30—Division of Regulation and Licensure 
Chapter 1—Controlled Substances 

 
IN ADDITION 

 
NOTICE OF SUSPENSION OF RULE 

19 CSR 30-1.042 Inventory Requirements 

ACTION TAKEN: NOTICE OF SUSPENSION OF 19 CSR 30-
1.042(3) 

19 CSR 30-1.042(3) shall be waived to the extent necessary to allow 
annual inventories, which are due to be taken during the state of 
emergency, to have their due dates extended to no later than 120 days 
after Executive Order 20-02 is terminated. 

EMERGENCY STATEMENT: Pursuant to Executive Order (EO) 20-
04 dated March 18, 2020, the rule is suspended effective March 31, 
2020 until May 15, 2020. 

 
 

Title 19—DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH AND SENIOR 
SERVICES 

Division 30—Division of Regulation and Licensure 
Chapter 20—Hospitals 

IN ADDITION 

NOTICE OF SUSPENSION OF RULE 

19 CSR 30-20.015(2) Administration of the Hospital Licensing 
Program 

ACTION TAKEN: NOTICE OF SUSPENSION OF 19 CSR 30-
20.015(2) 

19 CSR 30-20.015(2) shall be waived, to the extent necessary, for 
hospitals to establish alternative screening sites and sites of care 
away from the licensed premises and place inpatients in non-licensed 
patient care areas, as deemed necessary, so long as the applicable 
standard of care is met. Such remote sites shall be considered part of 
the hospital’s licensed premises for treatment and billing purposes. 
The Department shall provide the means by which hospitals will be 
asked to document the existence and location of alternate screening 
or treatment sites. 

EMERGENCY STATEMENT: Pursuant to Executive Order (EO) 20-
04 dated March 18, 2020, the rule is suspended effective March 20, 
2020 until May 15, 2020. 

 
 

Title 19—DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH AND SENIOR 
SERVICES 

Division 30—Division of Regulation and Licensure 
Chapter 20—Hospitals 

IN ADDITION 

NOTICE OF SUSPENSION OF RULE 

19 CSR 30-20.015(5) Administration of the Hospital Licensing 
Program 
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ACTION TAKEN: NOTICE OF SUSPENSION OF 19 CSR 30-
20.015(5) 

19 CSR 30-20.015(5) shall be waived to the extent necessary for 
 hospitals to exceed their licensed bed capacity. This waiver permits 
the use of medical or surgical beds for intensive care to be staffed and 
equipped accordingly. 

EMERGENCY STATEMENT: Pursuant to Executive Order (EO) 20-
04 dated March 18, 2020, the rule is suspended effective March 20, 
2020 until May 15, 2020. 

 
 

Title 19—DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH AND SENIOR 
SERVICES 

Division 30—Division of Regulation and Licensure 
Chapter 20—Hospitals 

IN ADDITION 

NOTICE OF SUSPENSION OF RULE 

19 CSR 30-20.015(5) Administration of the Hospital Licensing 
Program 

ACTION TAKEN: NOTICE OF SUSPENSION OF 19 CSR 30-
20.015(5) 

19 CSR 30-20.015(5) shall be waived, to the extent necessary, for 
licensed hospitals to submit timely application for relicensure to the 
Department. The department shall grant an automatic six-month 
extension of any hospital license scheduled to expire during the 
declared emergency period. 

EMERGENCY STATEMENT: Pursuant to Executive Order (EO) 20-
04 dated March 18, 2020, the rule is suspended effective March 20, 
2020 until May 15, 2020. 

 
 

Title 19—DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH AND SENIOR 
SERVICES 

Division 30—Division of Regulation and Licensure 
Chapter 20—Hospitals 

IN ADDITION 

NOTICE OF SUSPENSION OF RULE 

19 CSR 30-20.030 Construction Standards for New Hospitals 

ACTION TAKEN: NOTICE OF SUSPENSION OF 19 CSR 30-20.030 

19 CSR 30-20.030, shall be waived to the extent necessary, related to 
the applicable construction standards to all alternative screening and 
treatment sites identified by the hospital. The Department shall pro-
vide the means by which hospitals will be asked to document the exis-
tence and location of alternate screening or treatment sites. 

EMERGENCY STATEMENT: Pursuant to Executive Order (EO) 20-
04 dated March 18, 2020, the rule is suspended effective March 20, 
2020 until May 15, 2020. 

 
 

Title 19—DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH AND SENIOR 
SERVICES 

Division 30—Division of Regulation and Licensure 
Chapter 20—Hospitals 

IN ADDITION 

NOTICE OF SUSPENSION OF RULE 

19 CSR 30-20.050(2)(C) Standards for the Operation of Long-
Term Care Units  

ACTION TAKEN: This NOTICE OF SUSPENSION OF RULE 19 CSR 
30-20.050(2)(C) shall be waived or suspended to the extent to allow 
hospitals to adopt policies restricting the presence of visitors to com-
bat the spread of the COVID-19 virus. Such policies shall allow 
immediate contacts or next of kin to visit patients, if reasonable under 
the circumstances. 

EMERGENCY STATEMENT: Pursuant to Executive Order (EO) 20-
04 dated March 18, 2020, the rule is suspended effective March 19, 
2020 until May 15, 2020. 

 
 

Title 19—DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH AND SENIOR 
SERVICES 

Division 30—Division of Regulation and Licensure 
Chapter 20—Hospitals 

IN ADDITION 

NOTICE OF SUSPENSION OF RULE 

19 CSR 30-20.050 Standards for the Operation of Long-Term 
Care Units  

ACTION TAKEN: NOTICE OF SUSPENSION OF 19 CSR 30-20.050 

CSR 30-20.050, shall be waived to the extent necessary, to create 
capacity to treat patients with higher acuities relating to the opera-
tion of long-term care units within a hospital: including the use of 
those beds for care of acute inpatients; the staffing ratio requirements 
in a designated long-term care unit and resident notification, trans-
fer/discharge requirements. 

EMERGENCY STATEMENT: Pursuant to Executive Order (EO) 20-
04 dated March 18, 2020, the rule is suspended effective March 20, 
2020 until May 15, 2020. 

 
 

Title 19—DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH AND SENIOR 
SERVICES 

Division 30—Division of Regulation and Licensure 
Chapter 20—Hospitals 

IN ADDITION 

NOTICE OF SUSPENSION OF RULE 

19 CSR 30-20.092 Diversion  

ACTION TAKEN: This NOTICE OF SUSPENSION OF 19 CSR 30-
20.092  

19 CSR 30-20.092 shall be waived to the extent necessary for hospi-
tals to deviate from their diversion plans in order to more efficiently 
move patients to alternate sites of care, including those outside the 
boundaries of the hospital’s written plan. 

EMERGENCY STATEMENT: Pursuant to Executive Order (EO) 20-
04 dated March 18, 2020, the rule is suspended effective March 19, 
2020 until May 15, 2020.
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Title 19—DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH AND SENIOR 
SERVICES 

Division 30—Division of Regulation and Licensure  
Chapter 40—Comprehensive Emergency Medical 

Services Systems Regulations 

IN ADDITION 

NOTICE OF SUSPENSION OF RULE 

19 CSR 30-40.309(2)(B) Application and Licensure Require-
ments Standards for the Licensure and Relicensure of Ground 
Ambulance Services 

ACTION TAKEN: This NOTICE OF SUSPENSION OF RULE 19 
CSR 30-40.309(2)(B) and section 190.243.4, RSMo  

19 CSR 30-40.309(2)(B) and section 190.243.4, RSMo shall be 
waived or suspended to the extent necessary for Emergency Medical 
Services to triage 911 emergency calls by prioritizing the type of calls 
that need the most urgent transport based on the high call volume 
and the potential for Emergency Medical Services to respond based 
on staff shortage and available ambulances. For those calls deemed 
non urgent, the patients would be allowed to arrange an alternate 
form of transportation to the hospital. This triage shall be in protocol 
with the ambulance services and approved by the ambulance service 
administrator and medical director. 

EMERGENCY STATEMENT: Pursuant to Executive Order (EO) 20-
04 dated March 18, 2020, the rule is suspended effective March 19, 
2020 until May 15, 2020. 

 
 

Title 20—DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE AND 
INSURANCE 

Division 2010—Missouri State Board of Accountancy 
Chapter 2—General Rules 

IN ADDITION 

NOTICE OF SUSPENSION OF RULE 

20 CSR 2010-2.140 Granting of Credit for the Examination 

ACTION TAKEN: This NOTICE OF SUSPENSION OF 20 CSR 2010-
4.140.  

This rule requires CPA candidates who initially pass one (1) or more 
sections of the CPA examination to pass any remaining sections with-
in eighteen (18) months in order to gain credit for all four (4) exam-
ination sections. Any completed section that falls outside the eighteen 
(18)-month window would result in the expiration of that section(s).  
The candidate would be required to retake that section(s). This waiv-
er allows for an extension to the eighteen (18)-month window for any 
CPA candidate that may lose examination credit(s) due to closures of 
the testing sites. 

EMERGENCY STATEMENT: Pursuant to Executive Order (EO) 20-
04 dated March 18, 2020, the rule is suspended effective March 20, 
2020 until May 15, 2020. 

 
 

Title 20—DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE AND 
INSURANCE 

Division 2010—Missouri State Board of Accountancy 
Chapter 2—General Rules 

IN ADDITION 

NOTICE OF SUSPENSION OF RULE 

20 CSR 2010-2.150 Examination Procedures 

ACTION TAKEN: This NOTICE OF SUSPENSION OF 20 CSR 2010-
2.150. 

This rule requires CPA candidates with a Notice to Sit (NTS) for 
examination to complete the examination within a six (6)-month peri-
od.  If the candidate fails to complete the examination section within 
six (6) months, the NTS expires. The candidate would then be 
required to reapply for the examination and again pay the appropri-
ate examination fees.  This waiver allows this six (6)-month period to 
be extended for affected candidates due to the closure of testing sites. 

EMERGENCY STATEMENT: Pursuant to Executive Order (EO) 20-
04 dated March 18, 2020, the rule is suspended effective March 20, 
2020 until May 15, 2020.   

 
 

Title 20—DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE AND 
INSURANCE 

Division 2085—Board of Cosmetology and Barber  
Examiners 

Chapter 12—Schools and Student Rules—Barber and 
Cosmetology 

IN ADDITION 

NOTICE OF SUSPENSION OF RULE 

20 CSR 2085-12.010 General Rules and Application Require-
ments for All Schools 

ACTION TAKEN: This NOTICE OF SUSPENSION OF 20 CSR 2085-
12.010(11). 

Subsection (11) prohibits external training and coursework unless 
through a fieldtrip request. Waiver allows a Missouri Cosmetology 
and Barber schools to utilize distance education in lieu of in-class 
education required by the regulation. A Missouri Cosmetology 
and/or Barber school to complete an application for distance 
education during the duration of Executive Order 20-04.  

EMERGENCY STATEMENT: Pursuant to Executive Order (EO) 20-
04 dated March 18, 2020, the rule is suspended effective March 23, 
2020 until May 15, 2020.  

 
 

Title 20—DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE AND 
INSURANCE 

Division 2150—State Board of Registration for the  
Healing Arts 

Chapter 5—General Rules 
 

IN ADDITION 
 

NOTICE OF SUSPENSION OF RULE 

20 CSR 2150-5.100 Collaborative Practice Arrangement with 
Nurses   

ACTION TAKEN: This NOTICE OF SUSPENSION OF RULE 20 
CSR 2150-5.100(2)(B) 

The rule that require a collaborating physician and an advanced 
practice registered nurse (APRN) to practice within seventy-five (75) 
miles by road of one another is suspended. A physician and APRN 
can collaborate regardless of where the providers are located. 
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EMERGENCY STATEMENT: Pursuant to Executive Order (EO) 20-
04 dated March 18, 2020, the rule is suspended effective March 26, 
2020 until May 15, 2020.   

 
 

Title 20—DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE AND 
INSURANCE 

Division 2200—State Board of Nursing 
Chapter 4—General Rules 

IN ADDITION 

NOTICE OF SUSPENSION OF RULE 

20 CSR 2200-4.020 Requirements for Licensure 

ACTION TAKEN: This NOTICE OF SUSPENSION OF RULE 20 CSR 
2200-4.020(1)(G), (3), and (6).  

Subsection (1)(G) and section (3) will be suspended to remove the 
requirement that graduating nurses must take their first licensing 
exam within ninety (90) days of graduation.  The licensing exam all 
graduate nurses take for a license is the National Council Licensure 
Exam (NCLEX®). The NCLEX® is administered in Pearson Vue test 
centers.  All Pearson Vue test centers closed March 17, 2020, and are 
expected to be closed through at least April 16, 2020.  

State Statute 335.081 (6)(b), RSMo allows a graduate nurse to 
practice after graduation pending the results of their first licensing 
exam or ninety (90) days after graduation, whichever first occurs.  

The Board of Nursing has extended the graduate exempted practice 
period an additional ninety (90) days for each nurse that will be tak-
ing the exam for the first-time and whose graduate exempted practice 
period expired or will expire during the period of time that Pearson 
Vue is not administering the NCLEX® exam. 

Anyone who graduated on or after December 16, 2019, has not 
previously taken the NCLEX®, and has not been denied a license is 
now authorized to practice as a graduate nurse pending the results of 
their first licensing exam or one hundred eighty (180) days after 
graduation, whichever first occurs.  

Section (6) will suspend the requirement that a temporary permit 
will only be valid for six (6) months.  Fingerprint sites, nursing pro-
grams and boards of nursing are closed or operating on limited 
hours. The board recognizes this impedes the ability to request back-
ground checks, transcripts, and license verifications.  In order to 
allow for continued employment, the board will automatically extend 
any unexpired temporary permit an additional six (6) months so tem-
porary permit holders may continue to practice nursing. 

EMERGENCY STATEMENT: Pursuant to Executive Order (EO) 20-
04 dated March 18, 2020, the rule is suspended effective March 23, 
2020 until May 15, 2020. 

 
 

Title 20—DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE AND 
INSURANCE 

Division 2200—State Board of Nursing 
Chapter 4—General Rules 

 
IN ADDITION 

 
NOTICE OF SUSPENSION OF RULE 

20 CSR 2200-4.200 Collaborative Practice   

ACTION TAKEN: This NOTICE OF SUSPENSION OF RULE 20 CSR 
2200-4.200(2)(B)(2).   

The rule that require an advanced practice registered nurse (APRN) 

and collaborating physician to practice within seventy-five (75) miles 
by road of one another is suspended. A physician and APRN can col-
laborate regardless of where the providers are located.  

EMERGENCY STATEMENT: Pursuant to Executive Order (EO) 20-
04 dated March 18, 2020, the rule is suspended effective March 26, 
2020 until May 15, 2020.   

 
 

Title 20—DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE AND 
INSURANCE 

Division 2210—State Board of Optometry 
Chapter 2—General Rules 

IN ADDITION 

NOTICE OF SUSPENSION OF RULE 

20 CSR 2210-2.030 License Renewal  

ACTION TAKEN: This NOTICE OF SUSPENSION OF 20 CSR 2210-
2.030(10)(E).  

Subsection (10)(E) limits the number of continuing education hours 
that a licensee can obtain via online or distance learning.  The waiv-
er allows optometrists to obtain all of their continuing education 
hours required for renewal through online or distance learning meth-
ods eliminating the need for licensees to gather at meetings during 
the State of Emergency.  

EMERGENCY STATEMENT: Pursuant to Executive Order (EO) 20-
04 dated March 18, 2020, the rule is suspended effective March 20, 
2020 until May 15, 2020.  

 
 

Title 20—DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE AND 
INSURANCE 

Division 2220—State Board of Pharmacy 
Chapter 2—General Rules 

IN ADDITION 

NOTICE OF SUSPENSION OF RULE 

20 CSR 2220-2.010 Pharmacy Standards of Operation  

ACTION TAKEN: This NOTICE OF SUSPENSION OF 20 CSR 2220-
2.010(1)(A) and (1)(B).  

Subsection (1)(A) requires that a pharmacist must be present when-
ever medication is compounded, dispensed, or provided to the 
patient. Waiver allows a pharmacy technician to dispense medication 
to the patient if the medication has been previously checked by a 
pharmacist and dispensing is needed to provide disaster or emer-
gency relief. 

Subsection (1)(B) requires that a pharmacist must “physically” verify 
the final prescription bottle.  This waiver allows a Missouri licensed 
pharmacist to use technology to remotely verify the final product as 
required by 20 CSR 2220-2.010 if needed to provide disaster or emer-
gency relief if: 
1. Physical verification by a pharmacist cannot be promptly per-
formed by a pharmacist;  
2. Prompt dispensing is in the best interest of the patient’s health and 
safety; and 
3. The technology used is sufficient to allow the pharmacist to prop-
erly and accurately inspect and verify the accuracy of the contents of 
the prescription or medication order and the affixed label. 

EMERGENCY STATEMENT: Pursuant to Executive Order (EO) 20-
04 dated March 18, 2020, the rule is suspended effective March 20, 
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Title 20—DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE AND 
INSURANCE 

Division 2220—State Board of Pharmacy 
Chapter 2—General Rules 

IN ADDITION 

NOTICE OF SUSPENSION OF RULE 

20 CSR 2220-2.200 Sterile Compounding  

ACTION TAKEN: This NOTICE OF SUSPENSION OF 20 CSR 2220-
2.200(10)(B). 

Subsection (10)(B) provides pharmacy staff engaged in sterile com-
pounding must complete three (3) media fill tests before the staff 
member is allowed to compound in the pharmacy’s clean room.  This 
waiver allows pharmacies to accept Aseptic Skills Assessment results 
(including media fill testing) conducted by another pharmacy for the 
same staff member. 

EMERGENCY STATEMENT: Pursuant to Executive Order (EO) 20-
04 dated March 18, 2020, the rule is suspended effective March 20, 
2020 until May 15, 2020.  

 
 

Title 20—DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE AND 
INSURANCE 

Division 2220—State Board of Pharmacy 
Chapter 2—General Rules 

IN ADDITION 

NOTICE OF SUSPENSION OF RULE 

20 CSR 2220-2.650 Standards of Operation for a Class J: Shared 
Services Pharmacy  

ACTION TAKEN: This NOTICE OF SUSPENSION OF 20 CSR 2220-
2.650.  

This rule prohibits a pharmacy from using another pharmacy to help 
fill or process patients unless the pharmacies both have a Class-J 
(Shared Services) pharmacy permit from the Board, a written con-
tract and shared electronic equipment. Waiver allows: 
1. A Missouri licensed pharmacy to assist another Missouri licensed 
pharmacy with filling/processing prescriptions during the State of 
Emergency without a Class-J pharmacy permit 
2. Waives the written contract and policy and procedure manual 
required by 20 CSR 2220-2.650, and 
3. Allows pharmacies to assist each other during the State of 
Emergency without having a shared electronic system or are under 
common ownership. 

EMERGENCY STATEMENT: Pursuant to Executive Order (EO) 20-
04 dated March 18, 2020, the rule is suspended effective March 20, 
2020 until May 15, 2020.  

 
 

Title 20—DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE AND 
INSURANCE 

Division 2220—State Board of Pharmacy 
Chapter 2—General Rules 

IN ADDITION 

NOTICE OF SUSPENSION OF RULE 

20 CSR 2220-2.700 Pharmacy Technician Registration  

ACTION TAKEN: This NOTICE OF SUSPENSION OF 20 CSR 2220-
2.700(1).  

Section (1) requires that a technician must be under the “direct 
supervision” of a pharmacist and cannot work outside of a licensed 
pharmacy.  This waiver allows pharmacy technicians to perform 
remote data entry from home. 

EMERGENCY STATEMENT: Pursuant to Executive Order (EO) 20-
04 dated March 18, 2020, the rule is suspended effective March 20, 
2020 until May 15, 2020. 

 
 

Title 20—DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE AND 
INSURANCE 

Division 2220—State Board of Pharmacy 
Chapter 6—Pharmaceutical Care Standards 

IN ADDITION 

NOTICE OF SUSPENSION OF RULE 

20 CSR 2220-6.055 Non-Dispensing Activities  

ACTION TAKEN: This NOTICE OF SUSPENSION OF 20 CSR 2220-
6.055(6).  

Section (6) provides a board pharmacy permit is required if a phar-
macy technician will be helping a pharmacist outside of a licensed 
pharmacy.  This waiver allows pharmacy technicians to assist a phar-
macist with off-site non-dispensing functions during the State of 
Emergency, without requiring a new pharmacy permit and fee. 

Section (6) also require that a technician must be under the “direct 
supervision” of a pharmacist and cannot work outside of a licensed 
pharmacy. This waiver allows pharmacy technicians to perform 
remote data entry from home.  

EMERGENCY STATEMENT: Pursuant to Executive Order (EO) 20-
04 dated March 18, 2020, the rule is suspended effective March 20, 
2020 until May 15, 2020. 
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The Secretary of State is required by sections 347.141 and 359.481, RSMo, to publish dissolutions of limited liability compa-

nies and limited partnerships. The content requirements for the one-time publishing of these notices are prescribed by 

statute. This listing is published pursuant to these statutes. We request that documents submitted for publication in this section 

be submitted in camera ready 8 1/2" x 11" manuscript by email to adrules.dissolutions@sos.mo.gov.
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